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NEW MEDICAL TREATMENT FACILITY
by Mike Hebel, Secretary

On February 22, 1982 the City and County Retire-
ment System's treatment facility, the Franciscan Treat-
ment Room, moved from the third floor of the St. Fran-
cis Hospital to the lower level of this hospital.

The treatment room is now located in the lower level
of the Pierotti Pavilion whose entrance is at the
southwest corner of Hyde and Bush Streets.

Inspection

On Thursday, February 25, 1982 I inspected this new
facility. I entered through the Pavilion's Hyde Street
entrance and walked into a well-lighted and newly fur-
nished large reception room. I walked directly to the
reception counter (counter on left side is for general
public; counter on right side is for injured city
employees). There were two persons behind the counter
whose function it is to begin the registration process
(forms and other necessary paper work).

I then walked about 20 steps to an elevator which
went down one flight to the medical treatment area.
Forms completed upstairs would be handed to a recep-
tionist and a smaller waiting room is available pending
an interview with the treating physician.

This second waiting room is also well-lighted and fur-
nished. In it I found city employees awaiting non-
emergency medical care along with ambulatory out-
patients on the Hospital's Clinicare program. The

Lt. Roger Maloney and Lt. Wm. C. Scheffler have
filed a protest regarding the scoring of the past Cap-
tains' examination, which, in my opinion, will not ef-
fect those anticipated future appointments from the
established Captains' list. I would like to comment
more concerning their protest, however, a full hearing
of the matter will be conducted soon by the Civil Service
Commission. Lt. Maloney and Lt. Scheffler are being
represented by Mr. Ralph Saltsman, our POA labor at-
torney.

Since my article appeared in last month's paper, I
have been swamped with questions regarding the type
of examination that will be used for the Lieutenants' ex-
amination. At this point and time I am not quite sure
what type of exam will be employed, however, I think
that due to the expedient nature of the exam, we may
see another Assessment Center conducted.

Contrary to popular belief, an Assessment Center
may test more than 36 candidates for any one position.
Last year I attended a week long seminar on behalf of
the P.O.A., where it was learned that the Army, who is
a pioneer in the Assessment Center field, continually
tests large pools of persons for advancement. A
representative from the United States State Depart-
ment, advised me that he had personally supervised
the Assessment Center testing of over 10,000 employees
nationwide for advancement within his department.

The advantage of an Assessment Center is that there
is no known adverse impact upon minorities and
women. What this means is that there will be no

waiting room did not appear crowded nor did the
Clinicare patients seem distinguishable from the city
employees.

In general, I found the new facility to be modern,
convenient, and cheerful. It was well furnished and
decorated.

Treating Doctors

Dr. Joseph Malia, M.D., a general practitioner, was
present along with his recently hired associate Dr. Bert
Halter, M.D., retired chief of general surgery at the St.
Francis Hospital. Dr. Malia has been long held in high
respect by city employees for his medical services.

The x-ray facility remains on the first floor. Meaning
that city employees will have to go up one flight instead
of down two flights (when the treatment room was on
the third floor) for this service.

Why the Change?

Speculation and rumors are being circulated that this
change is part of the City's overall strategy to reduce its
compensation/medical care costs through reducing
both medical care expesnes and work days lost on
disability leave. The truth of these charges remain for
the future.

The Franciscan Treatment room served city

lengthly delays after the administration of the exam
with regards to discrimination or adverse impact. This
one aspect appears to be of a substantial benefit to
those taking the exam, because delays in appointment
are eliminated on the above stated grounds, and timely
appointments are allowed to proceed.

Secondly, due to the acceleration of the Lieutenants'
exam, the testing unit would be hard pressed to develop
a customary or typical written examination that would
pass the approval of the parties to the Consent Decree,
or the Federal Court. If a written exam were to be used,
litigation would surely follow on the issue of adverse imt
pact, as was the case a few year ago, prior to the signing
of the Consent Decree.

It is too early to speculate as to the method of ex-
amination for the rank of Lieutenant, however, if an
Assessment Center is used, we intend to contract with a
specialist in the field to conduct seminars on the
methodology of participating in an Assessment Center.

employees well for nearly 10 years. The City has met its
obligation to provide occupationally injured city
employees with the highest quality of care available.

Daniel Mattrocce, general manager of the Retire-
ment System, in an informational bulletin dated
February 9, 1982 stated that this new facility will
decrease the time necessary for a city employee to
receive medical care.

Medical services in the new Franciscan Treatment
Room will be available from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. (these are
longer hours). The emergency room in the St. Francis
Hospital will continue to be available at all other times.

Close Monitoring

The Police Association, a leading battler in the move
from San Francisco General Hospital to the St. Francis
Hospital, will closely watch and monitor the new treat-
ment facility to insure quality and efficient care of in-
jured police officers.

Desiring to insure that injured officers are not
prematurely returned to work without adequate con-
valescence from injury, the return to work practices will
be reviewed periodically.

The Retirement Board and its general manager have
been responsive to city employee needs for safe, eff i-
cient, and quality medical care. Should problems
develop with this new facility, they will be promptly
brought to the Retirement Board for correction.

IS CHANGE
THE ANSWER?

At 4 p.m. today, March 16, 1982, the Board may
vote to put this newspaper in the hands of a third
party. The stated premise is to make some money
for the POA. If we needed the money, I probably
would endorse the idea, but I would resist putting
control of our newspaper in an outsider's hands.

The POA is very solvent and the needed extra in-
come is a subterfuge. I contend that certain people
want to suppress articles which are critical of the
POA's political contributions or lack of progress in
the benefits area.

Depending on how the Board meeting goes to-
day, it may be necessary to circulate a petition to
keep the newspaper as is. All expenses necessary
to publish this newspaper once a month are co-
vered by our present advertising and have been
for over three years.

Gale W. Wright, Editor

FEDERAL LITIGATION REPORT
by Theodore A. Schlink III

Chairman, Federal Litigation Committee
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ORPHANS
The February meeting was called to order by Presi . Does the Bible allow for

dent Bernard Becker at 2:05 p.m., Wednesday,
February 17, 1982 in the Traffic Bureau Assembly the theory of evolution?
Room, Hall of Justice. Trustees excused - Hurley,
vacation; Kemmitt, court. All other officers and Permission to print: Here's Life Publishers, Inc., San Ber-
trustees present.	 nardino, CA 92414 by McDowell and Stewart, Answers to

The Secretary reported the following donations: 	 Tough Questions.

Reuben K. Metson - through contact withVice Presi- This is one of our most often asked questions, and it comes
dent W. Hardeman; Anonymous - making another in various forms, such as, "Can a person be a Christian and
appearance with us; Veteran Police Association - in believe in evolution?" or "Hasn't science proven the theory of
memory of James Johnson, retired inspector. 	 evolution, thus contradicting the Genesis account of crea-

tion?"
After a motion and second, the following were ap- To answer this, we must first understand what we mean by

proved for membership: Nichols M. Allen, Robert L. the term evolution. If it is defined as simply "change" - as
Armanino Larry Barbieri, Kurt J. Bruneman, Felix the development of an infant to an adult or a change within a
Bilbao, James Calonico, Robert Castillo, Linda Sue kind, such as dog or cat - then this would pose no problem.
Chen, Don Ciardella, Richard G. Daniels, Michael ' This evolution, or developmental change within certain kinds,

is completely consistent with Holy Scripture.
Favetti, Michael Fernandez, Lewis G. Fong, James P. The problem is that the prevai1ing theory of evolution goes
Kelly, Michael I. Koltzoff, Mitchell F. Lang, Joseph far beyond this. The theory states basically that complex
Nannery, Brian Ogawa, Denis O'Leary, Stephen J. elements have developed from simpler elements, and living
Ravella, Brian I. Perry, Anne M. Razon, Stephen organisms have sprung from non-living chemicals, by a
Roche, Jeffery Roth, Edeward Santos. 	 chance association.

The theory of evolution is less of a scientific theory and
Treasurer Parenti reported the following deaths: 	 more of a philosophy about the origin of life and the meaning

JAMES JOHNSON - Born in San Francisco in 1890, of man.The theory of evolution is contradictory to the biblical nar-
he entered the department in 1918 at age 27. After rative of creation. The Genesis account records 10 different
working at various district stations for five years, Jim times how God created plants and animals after their kind
was assigned to the Bureau of, Inspectors, being ap- with no crossing of the kinds. Man was fully man at his crea-
pointed a Detective Sergeant in 1925. He won the civil tion, as was woman, with no long gradual period of develop-
service rank of Corporal in 1926, Sergeant in 1932. ment.The idea of natural selection, or survival of the fittest, is at
Becoming a full Inspector in the Bureau, he was assign- odds with the biblical teaching thaTt all things were created
ed to the Burglary Detail, eventually commanding that good (Genesis 1:31). The Scriptures teach that everything was
Detail until his retirement for service in 1955 at age 65. originally created perfect, and death and decay occured when
Jim was 91 at the time of his death. 	 sin entered into the universe. This is opposed to the evolu-

tionary concept of everything getting better.
HUGH O'CONNOR - Born in 19l3 in the City, he	 Evolution not only contradicts the Bible, but it also con-

tradicts some basic laws of science. For example, the second
became a S.F. police officer in 1941 at the age of 28. law of thermodynamics implies that left to itself, everything
After the Academy, Bucky worked Potrero three years, tends to become less ordered, not more ordered or
Central 12 years, before attaining the rank of Sergeant "complex."
in 1956 and being transferred to Ingleside. Spent time This rule is an observation of the çbvious: things grow old,
at Park and Taraval before his retirement for service in run down and eventually die or decay. They lose their struc-
1976 at age 62. In 1946 he received a Captain's Corn- ture. The theory of evoluiion says that things develop their

complexity-and structure. This is not the case.
mendation for the arrest of a barricaded burglar, a 2nd Evolution also says that changes or mutations are
Grade for the arrest of two holdup men, a 2nd Grade in beneficial, while nature shows almost all variations are harm-
1949 for saving lives in a burning building. Bucky was ful. The theory contradicts observable phenomena.
68 at the time of his death.	 Neither the theory of evolution nor the theory of special

creation can be proven scientifically; that is, they cannot be
WILLIAM PFISTER - Another San Franciscan born repeated in a laboratory environment. Special creation hap-
in 1932. At the- age of 28 he became a member of this 	 pened once in the past, and evolution is too slow to observe:
department. After serving his time at the Academy, Bill 	 Both theories are faith assumptions, and on the basis of the
was transferred to the Traffic Bureau, serving in the

	

	 evidence one must choose one or the other. The Christian
should not be embarrassed for believingthe Genesis account

Accident Prevention cars. He worked in the A.I.B. un- 	 of creation, since it not only fits better with observable facts
til forced to take sick leave due to his health, never 	 but also was the view of the God-Man Jesus Christ (Matthew
returning to the department. In 1965 Bill was given a 	 19:1-6).	 -
Captain's Commendation for the-- arrest of two suspects
after the burglary of a super market. Bill was a young
49 when he passed away.

FRANK SULLIVAN - Still another San Franciscan,
born in 1902 who entered the Department in 1927 at
age 25. Frank was assigned to the Traffic Bureau where
he worked for the next 30 years on the Solos and 3-
wheelers. He was assigned to the Warrant Bureau,
working there for several years before given the
thankless job of trying to straighten out policemen with
alcoholic problems. Frank was on this Detail when he
retired for service in 1967. He was 79 years old at his
death.	 -

Trustees Report: In the absence of Senior Trustee M.
Hurley, Trustee F. Jordan reported the-purchase - of
1,000 shares of Collegan and the sale of 250 shares of
United Financial Corp., recommended by Hibernia
Bank and approved by Trustees. Trustees will also meet
with Hibernia Bank on March 12, 1982 at 6 p.m. at the
Bank Building, 290 Sutter.

Good of the Association: Members advised that next
meeting will be Wednesday, March 24, 1982 at 2:00
p.m. in the Traffic Bureau Assembly Room.

There being no further business to come before the
membership, the meeting was adjourned at 2:50 p.m.

Fraternally,
Bob McKee, Secretary
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NEWS
I hate to start off a column on a negative note, but

watching veterans' benefits erode little by little, makes
me a bit apprehensive. This has been going on for
several years now and pretty soon we will have nothing
to show for our military service except memories. There
are two schools of thought regarding this. One is
politics and the other is abuse of the privilege. As this
column does not involve itself in politics, and does not
ever intend to, I must submit that there have been
abuses somewhere along the line.

In the last California Legionnaire there was an item
regarding some Veterans' - Administration employees
having to reimburse the VA for care which they recèiv-
ed. If they were able to get hospitalization on the basis
that they were employees and not veterans, this certain-
ly is an abuse and merits investigation. This, along with
service or non-service connected illnesses or disabilities
should be judged individually and on the merits of the
specific case involved.

Oh well, as an old Yiddish proverb said, "If everyone
pulled in the same direction, the world would keel
over." Till next issue, keep smiling, and may God hold
you in the palm of his hand -

Your Scnbe,
John A. Russell

MARINE CORPS LEAGUE
ATTENTION FORMER MARINES:

All former Marines are invited to attend a meeting of the -
Marine Corps League. It is an organization dedicated to former
Marines to perpetuate the esprit d'corps of the United States
Marine Corps.

Meetings are held the third Monday of each month usually at
the Marines Memorial Club, Sutter and Mason Streets, 10th
Floor, Regimental Room, 7:15 p.m.

Come early to the Skyroom for a brief social time.

- - the San Francisco
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PRESIDENT'S
REPORT

by BOB BARRY

Policeman's Lunch
Discount with J.D.

•51
..,. .

• Loss of parity with the police as the firefighter -
salary is based on the police formula. -	 -

• Loss of the existing pay formula that has worked
"well" for the past "few" years. They forgot to mention
the first three years.

• Arbitration would have a negative affect in chang-
ing firefighter hours.

FIREFIGHTERS KILL
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

LEGISLAT!ON
In what can only be described as a shocking, self-

serving interest vote, the membership of Firefighters
Local 798 overwhelmingly voted to withdraw the POA-
Firefighter sponsored collective bargaining legislation
that was destined to be placed on the June 1982 ballot.

The proposed charter amendment, introduced by
Supervisor Dolson for-the second time in two years and
supported by a majority of the Board of Supervisors was
scheduled for hearing at the Board of Supervisors on
February 22nd, the last day charter amendments can
be considered .for submission to the voters. The issue
was never debated-.

Just two weeks prior to that hearing, a joint POA-
Firefighter committee met to put the final touches on
the legislation and firm- up our political support with
the supervisors. There was little appearance at that
meeting of any substantial opposition from the
firefighter board members, although not all were in
agreement with the issue.

There were however, some concerns generated by
retired firefighters and polie that the adoption of this
amendment would effectively deny our veteran officers
their annual COLA increases - the premise being that
the POA and Firefighters would bargain a certain por-
tion of future salary increases for other important
economic benefits such as dental, meica1, differential
pay and other related benefits and that retired officers
would lose salary. 	 -

- Although the concerns that our veteran officers had
were valid, because that is exactly what collective
bargaining is all about, our legislation could very well
have been amended to provide the- necessary protection
for our veteran officers. It is not now, never has been
and hopefully never would be our position to shed our
concerns for the economic survival of our veteran of-

- ficers.

Harry D. Moore of Novato, who filed preliminary
papers to run for the state Assembly, has withdrawn
and endorsed the only other candidate for the
Democratic nomination, Paul Chignell of San
Anselmo.	 -

The incumbent, Republican Bill Filante of Green-
brae, also is uncontested for his party's nomination in
the June primary. As a result, Chignell and -Filante
automatically will face one another on the November
general election ballot. 	 -

Moore told- the Independent Journal he had filed his
declaration of intention to run because he did not know
who else was running.

'S.•.1
'S.S.'I....'I..

But because of this concern, the panic set in quickly
and the firefighters opted for the second time in four
months to place the question of whether or not to sup-
port collective bargaining before the entire membership
even though their prior vote supported the legislation
and their recent survey indicated that 98% of the
members surveyed wanted collective bargaining on the
ballot.

During the course of the firefighters voting period,
individuals lacking the gumption and/or the guts to
identify themselves, surreptitiously distributed totally
false and misleading written material to the fire houses
arguing against the submission of the collective
bargaining legislation. The goals were clear - generate
fear that the firefighters would lose verything (under
the present state there's not much to lose) and gather
enough support to remove the firefighters from the
amendment which would effectively knock the police
out of the box as well.

Although not proveable, all indicators lead us to
believe that high fire department officials, both active
and retired were. directly involved in the distribution of
the material. The arguments against the legislation
were as follows:

Needless to say, the scare tactics that -were utilized
generated enough concern amongst the firefighters that
the "hours and parity" issues far outweighed the
foresight of gaining future essential benefits that wb
have long been denied.

Although the self-interest in this issue is quite clear,
it will nevertheless remain a mystery as to why, after so
many years of fighting for equality, the firefighters
would listen to such speciOus arguments and vote
against the submision of such a progressive piece of
legislation - legislation that the mayor of- San Fran-
cisco termed "dangerous" for San Francisco. Such
comments alone should be enough to turn on a few
lights and enlighten even -the most ill-informed. -

Although -some may be satisfied with the status quo,
the time will soon come when the hours will change
without the benefit of negotiation, the salary formula
will again turn around to benefit the city and not the
workers and other critical benefits will be eliminated.
Then and only then will the hue and cry come from
those houses that there must be some protection em-
bodied in law and contract. I hope you are right,
firefighters, but several years from now I firmly believe
that some deep reflection on this issue will show that a
tragic mistake was made.
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Democratic
- challenger calls
Filante 'ineffective'

Reprinted Independent Journal

Paul C. Chignell of San Anselmo, the only candidate
for the Democratic nomination for Assembly, -said that
the Republican incumbent, Bill Filante of Greenbrae,
"is one of the least effective legislators in - the
Assembly."

Chignell said that Filante, who is uncontested-for his
party's nomination for a third two-year term, has lost
most of his key bills "because he cannot get along with
leadership of the Assembly."

"A Democrat working with the Democratic ma-
jorities in both houses can better serve the public,"
Chignell said.

But in an interview, Chignell also acknowledged that
he faces an uphill fight against Filante. Party registra-
tion in the district, which covers Mann and Southern
Sonoma, is 48 percent Democratic and 34 percent
Republican - a n-arrow margin that makes it "very dif-
ficult for a Democrat to get elected," he said.

Noting his previous work for other candidates,
Chignell said he also was- running "because- I want to
move forward In public life."

Chignell, a sergeant in the San Francisco Police
Department and instructor in labor relations in the
department's police academy, termed - himself- "a
moderate with traditionally progressive Democratic
views."

He also said that his image as a law enforcement of-
ficer "will translate into a tough race for Mr. Filante."

He noted that his wife, Mary E. Pougiales, is a depu-
ty district attorney for Mann County.

Chignell, 33, making his first run for public office,
said the race will cost at least $250,000. He said he has
raised $35,000 since late October.

He said he also has "the wholehearted support" of
Anne Charles, who ran against Filante two years ago.

Chignell, who disarmed and hooked former San
lrancisco Supervisor Dan White after the murder of
Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harve y Milk,
disputed statement in some gay publications that
Chignell had worked with White when White was a
policeman-and that he was a character witness for
White during White's murder trial.

Chignell said he testified for the prosecution and that
he was "extremely upset" with the sentence that will
allow White's release in 1984.

"I just happened to be in the station at the time when
he walked in," Chignell said of White's surrender.

Chignell has lived in Mann since 1973 and has been a
police officer in San Francisco since 1969.

He served as legislative coordinator for the California
Organization of Police and Sheriffs, a 10,000 member
organization, from 1975 to 1981, and has worked on
the campaigns of Sen. Milton Marks, R-San Francisco,
Sen. Barry Keene, D-Elk, and Mrs. Charles.

Chignell is vice president of the San Francisco Police
Officers Association, • which has about 400 members in
Mann.

He has won the police department's Silver Medal-of
Valor twice. The medal is the second highest award by
the department.	 -	 -

Chignell attended the University of San Francisco
and go his bachelor's degree in justice administration
from Golden Gate University.

Novatan drops bid for Democratic Assembly race
Reprinted Independent Journal

Moore, who ran for the Assembly in 1974, said he fil-
ed "so we would not be going with an unknown can-
didate." However, after meeting Chignell, Moore said
he was "impressed with his vitality, education and
desire" for the office. 	 -

"I felt that really two Democratic candidates should
not be fighting it out," Moore said. "We have a tough
enough problem facing the incumbent."

"He (Chignell) has the -backing. I have the name.
Too bad we can't put it together, but practical reality
calls for my withdrawl and throwing my support to
him."

about picnics? Shop at:-	 .•I
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- LUCCA DELICATESSEN::::::	 Imported Groceries and Delicacies •.i
"The Tastiest Little Deli In TheWorid" 	 -	 ;•:•: -

: 2120 Chestnut St.	 -	 -	 Marina District

: San Francisco 94123	 -	 - -921-7873
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AROUND THE DEPARTMENT	 IN MY OPINION
by Al Casciato

by Ed Collins, Police Academy

• . . Officer Ed Callejas and his four-footed partner,
Zoran, were recently patrolling the financial district
when they came upon two tourists who had just been
mugged. The tourists told Ed that one of the group of
7-10 males had mentioned something about Oakland
during the attack. Ed immediately headed towards the
East Bay terminal. Enroute he spotted a group of 15
males, some of which matched the descriptions given
him. Ed says that at this point he thought "How the
do I stop them all? They'll all be scattered by the time
help arrives." But being a quick thinker, Ed solved the
problem. How? Well, he exited his patrol car with
Zoran and calmly stated to the group in a commanding
voice "Freeze, the first one to run is the dog's dinner."
To which Zorn added a few arfs for effect. Ed says that
he then experienced the longest 20 seconds of his life
waiting for the backup units to arrive. Shortly after-
wards, the tourists arrived and positively identified 7 of
the 15 as being the strongarmed robbers. Just a small
example of how valuable our little four footed officers
are...

• . Mike Pera and John Hennessey of the Public Af-
fairs Office are trying to get out to the press stories of
the good work that police officers perform daily. It's all
too often that only negative stories get printed; but the
reason for that is that the newspaper reporters can't
write stories about what they don't know. So, if you
have a story about something positive, Mike andJohn
would appreciate your getting them the info ASAP at
the Public Affairs Office or calling Ext. 1651. Platoon
commanders should take special note as you are the
ones that really see the day-to-day work. Let's not be
afraid to get our stories out.

A request has been made by the members of Park
and Southern Stations that all of us remember in our
prayers the passing of Lil' Kevin Daniel Sheridan after
only a few days of life. Kevin's mother, Dana, is the
company clerk of Southern Station and grandmother
Faye Christensen is the company clerk of Park Station.

John Fullwood of the Academy staff is one of
those racquetball and handball fanatics. In fact, he
spends so much time at the Family Fitness Centers at
Serramonte and Peninsula that he's negotiated a
special price for his fellow officers and family members.
Details availabe M-F 0800-1700 at the Report Writing
Room of the Academy.

Diaper Duty for Inspector Carl Klotz of the
Homicide Detail now that wife Christine has delivered
lil' (maybe not so little) Brian Michael, 9 lbs. 1/2 oz.
Bob Lazzaretto, Record Room, and wife Patricia have
another lii' Genovese in the home, Teresa Anne, 6 ibs,
12 ox. And last but not least, Michael and Vivian Ken-
ny, Co. E, welcomed little Carrie, 5 lbs. 13 oz. Congrats
to all...

Meet your new doctor troops. The new city
employees Treatment Room will be open soon and in
charge of staff will be a Dr. Halter who has been hireji
to specifically reduce the amount of disability days used
by city employees. Bythe way, a preliminary investiga-
tion is being conducted by the P.O.A. regarding possi-
ble medical improprieties by city health staffs over the
last 10 years. If you have a specific documented com-
plaint re: an entrance physical or on-duty treatment
and wish to be interviewed, send a note to the P.O.A. in
care of this column and the investigator will contact you

• . . During the recent Chinese New Year celebra-
tions, Sgt. Fred Lau was acting as a community host at
a large dinner for some out-of-town visitors. One of the
visitors was to say the least, a wise guy. During the din-
ner the wise one barked as an entree was brought to the
table "What are these? Pigeons or Chihuahuas?" As all
ears awaited a response, Fred replied "Both, Sir, I
recommend the Chihuahua; just look f'or the dog tags"

Sgt. Bob Pardini of Taraval Station reports that
Neil Swendsen and Victor Tsang, while transporting a
prisoner to the station, on-viewed a large disturbance at
the 7-11 Market located at 32nd and Taraval. At that
location the officers were set upon by 15-20 locals who
tried to take their guns and "poke their eyes out". An
unknown citizen, observing the incident, entered their.

squad car and used the radio to call for help. The of-
ficers had already called for help. But then at 2 o'clock
in the morning, help comes from a long way in the nice,
safe and easy Sunset District. Just ask any officer who
deals with the clientele out and they will tell you that
we don't need many officers out there...

• . . Captain Richard Trueb of the Legal Office
agrees with me that, even though the city attorney does
not believe the Police Bill of Rights applies to charter
cities, the bill will probably be on all of the future pro-
motional exams. I've posted the Bill on most HQ Com-
pany bulletin boards and the Editor has promised a
printing in the paper in order for all to have an in-
dividual copy...

• • . Most of the new officers are a little surprised to
encounter a Harbor Police officer at Co. A or B. Ever
since their station and department was disbanded, the
remaining handfull of Harbor officers have bounced
around like men without a country, a perfect example
of administrative neglect for a group that has no voice.

• . . Mark your calendars. The Annual St. Patty's
Day Lunch at the Police Athletic Club, Hunter's Point,
has been scheduled for March 20th at 1:00 p.m. Lunch
is $10.00 and drinks, two for $1.00. Tickets available

ihrough Mark Hurley, Muni and Animal Control Of-
fice, 922-9120.

• • . Discussions are currently being held by the
Board of Directors on whether or not the publishing of
this newspaper should be contracted out to a publishing
agency. It is my belief that OUR newspaper should be
written, printed, operated .by our members and our
members only. This is our only voice that we control
that reaches a large audience. It is important that we
not give this up. Please, if you agree with me, contact
your unit representatives and urge them to not let our
newspaper be contracted out to a company that has no
feelings as to who we are, what we are or what we're
about...

On Sixth Street several years ago there lived an old
guy who Dave Eli and I nicknamed "Hammon Eggs".
He was a man, every day of sixty years, who did heroin
as often as possible and who, from all appearances,
wasn't long for this world.

Somewhere above his toothless smile and oft broken
nose, Hammon Eggs possessed a mind as clear and
shaip as a marshmallow. This, however, did not
preclude an occasional utterance of sheerly brilliant
observation.

There was, for instance, the morning Dave and I
walked into Steve's Cafe at Sixth and Natoma and saw
Hammon suffering an apparent seizure on the floor. He
was thrashing about violently in a plate of ham,
hashbrowns and scrambled eggs which had just been
purchased by another gentleman seated at the counter.
In spire of his commotions, it was all too obvious that
he was actually eating the purloined meal.

When at last he sat up, his hair was covered with
yellow bits of scrambled eggs and his face shined with
grease. He wore an idiotic but contented smile which in
no way implied that the deception had affected his con-
science.

In order to save the poor man from being lynched,
Dave and lied him out of the cafe to the sidewalk where
the cool fresh air improved his health immensely. Like
all people after an elegant repose, he became quite
talkative.

"How much you officers making? Fifteen, twenty
thousand? With interest rates the way they is, I just

don't know how you officers get by. I swear I don't. And
that Chief of yours, he won't let you steal."

As I said, on occasion he was capable of sheer
brilliance.

San Francisco - Handyman Special. 1878 Victorian, Dog Patch area. Bring hammer, nails & gun. Assumable bar
10.875%. Only $79,500.

San Francisco - Mission Terrace. Large full 5, unique designer kitchen & bath, professionally remodeled. Ful
basement, in-law potential. Huge 25' x 134' lot. Assumable financing at 11 1/4% QWC. $137,500.

San Francisco - Mission Terrace near Balboa swimming pool. Price reduced to $122,500. Full 5 upstairs, 4 roorr
in-law down which rents for $375. mo. Assumable financing. Owner anxious-will carry 2nd or 3rd loan.

San Francisco - Near Glen Park. Large 2-story, full 6. Downtown view. Studio in-law, workshop. Side-by-side
car garage, South garden. Owner will carry 1st loan at 12%. Make offer at $189,500.

South San Francisco - New Condos. Creative financing. 1 and 2 bedrooms available. Starting at $79,500. 10°4
down.

Sonoma - Unique Country Setting. Leave your "beat" behind, enjoy this lovely 3 bedroom, 2 bath home. Coz
knotty pine living room with custom Franklin fireplace. 50' x 140' lot. Comutingdistance to S.F. $55,000
assumable at 1 2^%. OWC. Only $89,950.

$189,500. —Warm belt, 4 units, 2 large flats, in-law apartment & rear Cottage, 2 car garage. Assumable financing
seller will assist. Will consider your house or flats in trade.

$259,500. - Near Mint Hill. 6 inside romeo units. Excellent investment. Motivated sellers. Make offer. Will Co
sider your house or flats in trade.

$605,000. - Noe Valley. Prime 12-unit building. 12 individual garages. Ideal location. Excellent tax shelter. Wi
consider your house or flats in trade.

Syndications, partnerships and loans available. Call for details.

Members of the Department with an active California Real Estate License - we are looking for associates wt
are interested in our uniquely generous commission splits. Our firm is owned and operated by 2 form
members of the Department. We realize the importance of a supplemental income - so, why give half of
away? Call for details. Ask for John or Kevin.
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Sgt. Jack Ballentine displays his 'prototype' police riot helmet for Mayor Feinstein's perusal

A riot helmet of the mayor's very own
San Francisco Police Sgt. Jack Ballentine has a present

for Mayor Feinstien. A riot helmet, all properly named and
numbered ("Dianne - No. 1"), was passed to Police
Commission Secretary Lt. Willie F'razier yesterday for
submission to the commission as a "prototype" for the
numbered helemts being proposed for San Francisco police.

Some police officers have been criticized for removing
their stan in crowdcontrol situations, and a Police
Commission report recommends that all riot helmets carry
the officers star number.

Ballentine, whose normal assignment is heading the
department's psychiatric unit, said he was passing on the
helmet "an attempt to put the whole thing (crticism of
police action during the post .Super Bowl celebration) in
perspective."

"The only time we come clean in a riot is when we take
more casualties than the crowds," he said.

"Dianne thought that a party would be good politics. She
thought that it might get her some free publicity. And then
when it turned into a mess she decided to blame us for the
mistake.

"The next tune she decides to invite 500,000 of her friends
in for a party, maybe she ought to invoke mutual aid from
the neighboring counties. And maybe, if we're so poorly
trained in crowd control, we should refuse to control any
more crowds until we're properly trained." 	 —

Ballentine said the helmet wasn't a permanent gift, only a
prototype. Actually, he said, it was his own.

And, considering Feinstien's possible reaction, he said, "I
might need it back."

TAX BREAK

HENRY HOTEL
106 - 6th STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 94103
861 0889

ANGLO HOTEL
241 - 6th Street
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PASSING
THOUGHTS ON

BANNING
HANDGUNS

by W. R. Leet

At first I thought, O.K. let's try it. Nothing else we
have tried seems to work. If handguns were to be bann-
ed, handgun crimes should go down. If those breaking
this seemingly cold cut law got jail time, then it might
be a good thing.

But then these thoughts popped into my mind.

Laws are supposed to be for the good of all the peo-
ple. So how come the mayor and some of the super-
visors are pushing their own thoughts on how to stop
the criminal. We can't even use the "use a gun, go to
jail" law without running into legal brickwalls.

This misdemeanor law will be largely unenforceable.

The silent majority will have another law passed for
them. Just look at some of the "law" and rulings passed
down from the state and federal courts after mandates
of the voters to the opposite.

creative bookkeeping, to
hide taxable profits.

A report released in
September, 1981, by the
U.S. General Accounting
Office showed that the IRS
is able to successfully use
the arms length method

'only 3% of the time,
because multinational's
books are too complicated
to ferret out the true tax-
able income. If the IRS is
only successful 3% of the
time, how successful can
our smaller FTB be in us-
ing the arms length
method?

While multinationals
claims the unitary method
discourages their locating
in California, in 1978 there
were 96 new foreign in-
vestments made in Califor-
nia And in 1979 there were
138 new foreign in-
vestments. This is well

above the average number
of new foreign investments
made in the rest of the
U.S., even though the
uniary method was being
used in California.

The repeal of the unitary
method for multinationals
only creates a situation
where the foreign owned
corporations have a com-
petitive edge over U - S.
owned multistate and
multinationals.

Write your state senator
and urge him/her to op-
pose AB 55 and prevent
this unwarranted multina-
tional tax break. After all,
it is California's 24 million
consumers, educated work
force, well maintained
local	 infrastructure
(sewers, roads, public ser-
vices), and easy access to
both U.S. and interna-
tional markets that attract
business investments.

A person's utopian thoughts should not be pressed
onto the people because of their personal thoughts
and/or political growth plans. We would all like to live
in a utopia but know it won't be in this world.

Then the statistics of handguns having a part in
whatever percentage of deaths. Self-inflicted or not. I
am sure the automobile has as much or even a higher
percentage and we have never even come to the idea of
"outlawing" them.

I then thought, this "law" will make every law
abiding citizen in this city, who has a handgun for
whatever reason, automatically a criminal. If after the
moritorium runs out, and they were unable to sell, for a
fair price, they will be in violation. Who is going to buy
a criminal's handgun then?

By making it "illegal" the city fathers will not have to
compensate anyone. Or will they? This could be a long
court case.

We (the courts) cannot even put the criminals away
now ("no room"). Maybe the mayor and supes want to
put the law abiding, citizen away. Could it be this is
their plan to keep us all safe?

Finally it all comes down to the "tail wagging the
dog". When are our elected lawmakers going to wake
up and join the masses and do their job head-on instead
of approaching from the rear.

ATTENTION!
'\ ALL YOU BEAUTIFUL

" ii ,	 S.F. POLICEMAN REA.

Will you do us a favor?

When you patronize any
display advertiser -

MENTION
THAT YOU SAW THEIR AD IN THE

S.F. POLICEMAN
—WE WOULD APPRECIATE IT!

JCPenney....
.your headquarters for values.

Find recreational equipment for bowling, tennis,
golf, boating and ski sports. Fashion apparel
for men, women, girls, boys, teens, toddlers
and infants. For your home: TV's, stereos,
furniture, bedding, bath accessories, decorative'
accents, mirrors. pictures and draperies, also
kitOhenware items.

Our Auto Center is ready to serve you.

Make JCPenney your next stop.. and save!

Ii:tmn'I L VISA'

'981. J. C. Penney Company, Inc

It is an unlikely time to
give anyone a tax break,
but the Assembly has pass-
ed AB 55, a bill which
gives foreign owned multi-
national corporations a
$25 million tax break. AB
55 repeals the "unitary
method" of apportioning
taxable profits earned by
foreign owned multina-
tional corporations in
California.

What is the

Unitary Method?

The unitary method is
the tool the California
Franchise Tax Board .uses
to determine what part of a
multistate or multinational

corporation's profits can
be attributed to their
California subsidiaries.
The unitary method
acknowledges that Califor-
nia based subsidiaries of
multi-national corpora-
tions are inseparable from
the complicated structure
of the whole corporation.
Therefore, a system is
needed to figure out what
amount of the multina-
tional profits are made in
this state. This method dif-
fers from the "arms
length" method which
treats eadh subsidiary as a
completely separate entity
when assessing taxable in-
come. Use of the arms
length or separate accoun-
ting method allows these
large corporations to shift
profits out of state or use
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DICK'S CAFE
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Dick Nolan/Handgun ban, redux
with ogic. but with drama. San The grim conclusion from the
Francisco. like other big cities, has data is that one important effect of
been unab'e to cope with the rise of a strict gun control measure is to
violence. Citizens grow surly, and make life a lot safer for the felon.
demand some form of action; One The happier inference is that while
way to pacify them is to seem to be . we may be badly off in San
doing something about the prob- Francisco, the streets here are not
lem. and what's easier than. passing yet as violent as those in Chicago
a righteous ordinance?	 .	 and Cleveland.

	

Nobody pretends. for a moment	 Voluntary compliance aside,
. that the criminally inclined are how is a gun law to be enforced?

expected to come forward and . There's the idea of having a
surrender their weapons. Not even
politicians try to run that one past flyjg 	

of police make raids,
like the Gestapo. in which streets

The proposal to ban handguiis the constituency: But it's said that • would be blocked off, metal detec-
is a splendid idea. So was the • nice people will comply, and thus tors. would be set up, an4 the
decision of the council of mice that insure that they won't hurt them- trapped citizens would be marched
somebody ought to bell the cat. 	 . selves with guns, or in a burst of through the detectors.

anger some day shoot somebody. or.

	

The obvious problem is en- have their guns stolen to become	 . Other politicians have urged a
forcement. Even Hitler's Gestapo part of the crimmal armory. 	 bounty program, in which citizens
couldn't manage it. so what do you	 would inform on each other for a
want from our perspiring police . 	 And that's about the way these
force?	 .	 measures work, to the extent that prize.

	

Putting. an ordinance on the they work at all. Those who comply 	 More radical proponents have
books is easy. The San Francisco are the good guys. Some curious gone so far as to urge'süspensionof
supervisors write dozens of them statistics tend to bear this out, 	 constitutional protection against II-
into law every Monday without A paper published in Annals of legal search and seizure. Let the
even breathing hard. That a hand- the American Academy of Political cops raid when an4 where they.
gun ban is most likely unconstitu- and Social Sciences noted one will, is the plea, because the end
tionat would scarcely give them apparent effect of the "tough" gun justifies the means.
pause.	 .	 control ordinance enacted in the 	 .

	

But when the talk turns to District of Columbia. Self.defense 	 So far as the police are con-
enforcement, all the hard language killings of felons by citizens cerned, all this talk is . a mere

turns to meringue. Although what dropped off sharply. 	
embarrassment. They have more
than enough to do as it is, without

the mayor has in mind is making Don B. Kates Jr., the San chasing around trying to disarm
possession of a handgun a criminal Francisco lawyer-criminologist who householders In New York it is
offense, it's generally admitted that has made as much study of the admitted that crime is tôtally'out of
compliance has to be mostly volun- subject as anybody anywhere, re- control. Other cities, includiüg ours,
tary.	 ports that for comparison ordinary are getting there.

This could lead a logical person citizens in Chicago and Clevelandto ask why an ordinance is said kill three times as many criminals That's what makes all this
b' needed. Why not a simple as the police do. according to the hokey about gun bans dangerous, as
appeal? The end effect is the same. annual compilations. For every well as absurd. It doesn't address
in one case not very much, and in criminal killed in an encounter the problem. Worse, it would - if
the other, very little,	 with an armed citizen, 15 to 20 are the cops took it seriously - stretch

wounded, driven off, or captured the thin blue line just that much
However we are not dealing and held for the cops.	 thinner.

Cops' shootout
with rifle group
stalls bullet bill

SACRAMENTO (AP) - Legislation to outlaw Teflon-
coated, armor-piercing bullets is stalled amid a clash
between police groups and the National Rifle Association.

The bullets can pierce several bulletproof vests.
The clash occurred yesterday at a hearing of the

Assembly Ways and Means Committee. The bill was so
heavily amended that a new printing was ordered, delaying
a vote for two weeks.

The police groups want "knowing possession" of the
bullets to be at least a misdemeanor. But the NRA says that
would hurt "average, laW-abiding" collectors who like to
hunt.

Assemblyman Tom Bane, D-Nuys, introduced his AB2392
last month after a television program on the "killer bullets."

Two similar bills, SB1320 by Sen. Ed Davis, R-Chatsworth,
and SB1342 by Sen. Dan Boatwright, D-Concord, are before
the Senate Finance Committee.

The bullets were invented 10 years ago by the
manufacturer of bulletproof vests, who then invented a vest
that his new bullet could not pierce.

Bane said the only reason the bullet was invented was so
the manufacturer could sell his new vest. But police officers
don't like the cumbersome vest because it is "like driving
down the street with a tank."

"I think this kind of bullet, which has no useful purpose
in the world that I can think of, should not be manufactured,
unless the military wants it," Bane said.

His bill, after amendments, would make it a felony to
manufacture, sell or possess for sale "handgun ammunition
designed primarily to penetrate metal or armor." The kind
of metal or armor would be defined by the attorney general.

The bill originally would have made possession a felony,
Bane changed that to a misdemeanor.

Representatives of police, sheriffs, the highway patrol,
the attorney general and Los Angeles law enforcement, said
they wanted possession of the bullets to be a crime.

But Richard Cox of the NRA said making "mere
possession" a crime would hurt "thousands of Californians
who have millions of these in collections."

Assemblyman Art Agnos, 1)-San Francisco, inquired,
"What would an average, law-abiding citizen want with a
bullet that can kill someone through a bulletproof vest? Do
they feel it? Do they fondle it? What is the excitement of
having such a bullet in your collection?"

Cox replied that many collectors have bought such
bullets cheaply as military surplus and use them for hunting
and target practice.

"What are you hunting that has a metal coating on it?"
asked Chairman John Vasconcellos, D-San J

ASPEN, Cob (AP) A
man is suing the city of
Aspen for $125,000 con-
tending a policeman had a
duty to arrest him rather
than allow him to drive
while intoxicated.

The lawsuit filed recent-
ly by John Rawlings in
Pitkin County Court asks
compensation for mental
anguish and bodily injury
that resulted from an acci-
dent last year in which a
passenger in Rawlings'
truck was killed.

The passenger, Ephraim
Saunders, drowned when
Rawlings' truck went out
of control going around a
curve and . rollqd into the
Roaring Fork River about
one mile east of Aspen, of-
ficials said.

Just 10 minutes before
the accident, Officer Ed
Stegall told Rawlings he
could not sleep in his
camper within city limits,
according to court records.

Deadline for articles to be
submitted Is the first Wednes-
day of each month. No excep-
tlohs.

TACY'S SOUL FOOD
COCKTAILS

OPEN DAILY
	

8AM-2AM

Open 6 a.m. 7 days

2024 Mission Street
San Francisco 94110	 861-9639

Cajun - Creole Cooking By Ray

FULLER-O'BRIEN DIVISION

The O'Brien Corporation
Special Attention to all

officers & Dept. members!
Full Line of Paints &Supplies I.

b99 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 941O 	 863-7235

THE IRISH
WHAT CAN I SAY TO EXPLAIN THE WAY MC
CARTHY'S BAR HOLDS SWAY OR'E THAT
MUCH FRAGMENTED STREET. HOW IS IT MY
FEET HASTEN THERE TO MEET A MUG OF
BEER - AH, HOW SWEET.

COULD IT BE THE BARMAID'S IRIS HUE OF
BLUE CALLS ME BACK THERE DAY AFTER DAY
SO I MIGHT DRINK MY BEER INSTEAD OF THE
PAST REVIEW.

Heung Yuen Restaurant
648-2666

3279 - 22 NJ C) r F IE r
IL\NJ FIcc

941 1 0

Intoxicated man sues cop

for not arresting him

S;F. Sunday Examiner & Chronicle

Colorado law states,
"When any person is in-
toxicated or incapacitated
by alcohol and clearly
dangerous to the health
and safety of himself or
others, such person shall
be taken into custody by
law enforcement
authorities," the suit
notes.

Stegall testified in a OH, WHAT A PATH THE IRISH WALK.
hearing that he noted a MISUNDERSTOOD BY THOSE WHO SHOULD
slight odor of alcohol on AND COULD. OH, WELL HAVE ANOTHER BEER
Rawlings' breath.	 ON ME, PAT. HOW'S THE WIFE AND ALL THAT.

Thomas Warren Powers

jj West&rraszkeri
I 

1812 Noriega st. San Francisco, 94122
(NA. CREDIT UNION)

A BRIGHTER FUTURE?
Specializing in Exchanges.
Time Sharing, Partnership	 . -
Agreements, Residential.
Corn mercial.

IN VESTMENT COUNSELING STEPHEN MAXOUTOPOULIS
RETIRED SFPD OFFICER 	 661 -5300

YONG KEE CO. INC.

732 JACKSON
SAN FRANCISCO 94133

986-3759
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WARRANTS FOR ARREST OF POLICE OFFICERS
(Body Attachments)

by Duane Collins, Tactical Division

On Thursday, February 18, 1982, there was a Board
of Directors meeting. During the meeting it was men-
tioned that some judges were upset about police officers
ignoring subpoenas. These judges wanted it known that
they were prepared to start issuing body attachments
for these officers. I told my men during lineup the
following day about it and asked to be kept informed if
there were any problems. About two hours later, I was
told by two officers they had body attachments sworn
out against them for non-appearance the day before.

I contacted the. Warrant Bureau and they confirmed
there had been body attachments sworn out for four of-
ficers. I also asked the Court Liaison what the pro-
cedure was for a defense subpoena. I learned there were
three ways defense subpoenas could be served: through
Court Liaison, through the Legal Office or directly to
the officer.

Court Liaison had no record of receiving any of the
subpoenas. I then contacted the Legal Office. They had
no record of the subpoenas either. I then checked the

Tactical Division Subpoena Book which showed one of-
ficer had been served and the other had not. I met with
both officers. The officer who had been served, had
been in our office during the day on telephone standy
and the defense attorney's office had been notified. The
second officer had not been served, but now found
himself with a warrant for his arrest (body attachment).

I went to the Court Recorder and requested
transcripts of the previous day's proceedings. I im-
mediately contacted Stephen Bley, our attorney, , so that
he could prevent these officers from being arrested. Our
attorney spoke to the judge and the judge agreed to
hold off execution of the body attachments until the
25th of February providing the officers agreed to be
there at 9:00 in the morning.

So for the next week, the body attachments sat in the
Warrant Bureau awaiting the judge's orders to be filed
or recalled. The transcripts arrived the same day the of-
ficers were due back in court. When I read the
transcripts I found a defense attorney on a fishing ex-

pedition, subpoenaing every officer who had anything
to do with the case no matter how remotely involved.
Even the judge points this out to her (defense attorney).
She also states on the record that she did deliver the
subpoenas to the Court Liaison Office.

I then checked the court docket and looked at the
original subpoenas. They show they were delivered to
Court Liaison on February 11th. There was no proof of
service recorded anywhere. When I returned to Court
Liaison, I again searched their records to see if there
were any records of the subponeas being received.
Again, nothing. By then, it was becoming clear we
needed better control and more accountability of sub-
poenas in the Court Liaison office.

I heard horror stories about abuses by every agency
who deals with the Court Liaison Office. I could go on
and on but there is something very wrong with a system
that OR's the crooks and locks up the COPS. The
P.O.A. is currently meeting with the Chief. I'll have
more when the dust settles.

Historically, law enforcement agencies have had little
access to mental health professionals experienced in
treating police officers or knowledgeable about spe-
cific subcultural aspects of the law enforcement field.
As barriers to seeking mental health treatment are
lowering within law enforcement, an increasing need
has developed among mental health practitioners to
gain an understanding of specific techniques that are
effective in treating law enforcement officers.

A faculty of experts has been assembled to explore the
various subcultural aspects of the law enforcement
field. Through in-depth presentations followed by
discussions, they will focus on the development and
manifestations of mental health problems unique to
this field as well as on appropriate treatments for these
problems. In addition, a syllabus including bibliog-
raphies will be available to each registrant.

-This symposium will be of value to all mental health
practitioners who are now, or are interested in ac-
cepting law enforcement officers for treatment. Upon
completion of this program the practitioner will have
gained knowledge of:

—problems unique to law enforcement officers
—special problems occurring in providing treat-

ment
—acceptance of and response to various treatment

modalities
—effective treatment techniques

Licensed practitioners who attend this two-day sym-
posium will have the option to have their names in-
cluded on a list that will be made available to law
enforcEment officers seeking referral for treatment.

No Tape Recording

FACULTY:
John Balientine, Sergeant/Inspector, Officer in Charge of

Mental Health,Unit, San Francisco Police Department
Alan W. Benner,, M.S., Sergeant/Inspector, Personnel Re-

tention Supervisor, San Francisco Police Department
Paul S.D. Berg, Ph.li., Forensic and Clinical Psychologist;

Consultant to Police Departmenis
Richard A. Blak, Ph.D., Director, Psychological Services,

Fresno County Sheriff's Department
Randolph S. Chariton, M.D., Assistant Clinical Professor,

Department ofPsvc .hiatry, Stanford University School of
Medicine, Stanford, CA; Teaching Faculty, C.G. Jung In-
stitute, San Francisco, CA

BILL WREN'S SHELL
24 Hour Emergency

Road Service	 SHELL

1200-19th Avenue
San Francisco 94122

661-1169	 -

SYMPOSIUM DIRECTORS:

A. Michael Rossi, Ph.D. Professor of Psychology, Depart-
ment of Psychiatry , University of California School of
Medicine, San Francisco

Richard P. Delman, Ph.D. Assistant Professor of Psychol-
ogy, Department of Psychiatry , University of California
School of Medicine, San Francisco

Alan W. Benner, M.S. Sergeant/Inspector, Personnel Reten-
tion Supervisor, San Francisco Police Department

No Single Day Registrations/Enrollment Limited

Tuition: Before April 1, 1982
S125
$60 for a limited number 01 residents and NON-
PRACTICING FULL-TIME students. Recent let-
ter verify ing FULL-TIME status MUST accorn-
pans' registration. Registration cards are not ac-
ceptable.
After April 1, 1982
$150
$60 on a space-available basis onl y , for residents
and NON-PRACTICING FULL-TIME students.
Recent letter verif y ing FULL-TIME status MUST
accompany registration. Registration cards are not
acceptable.

Refund Requests for refunds must be made in writing.
Policy: Please inclurie registr9tion receipt. There vi1l be

a $20 service charge for refunds requested prior
to the program. No refunds will he provided after
April 21, 1982.

Credit: PHYSICIANS: As an organization accredited for
continuing medical education, Extended Pro-

________ grams in Medical Education of the University of
California School of Medicine at San Francisco
designates this continuing medical education ac-
tivity as meeting the criteria fdr 12 hours of Cat-
egory I of the Ph ysicians' Recognition Award of
the AMA and Certification Program of the CMA.
PSYCHOLOGISTS: This program has been ap-

- proved for 12 hours of CSPA Category A credit.
SOCIAL WORKERS: This program is eligible for
12 hours of CA-NASW Category I credit.

Tax Deduction for Educational Expenses: Treasury regula-
tion §1.162.5 permits an income tax deduction for educa-
tional expenses (registration fees and cost of travel, includ-
ing meals and lodging) undertaken to maintain or to improve
skills required in one's employment or other trade or busi-
ness.

Finest Italian Foods	 Cappuccino

RESTAURANT
PIER 39

BLDG. E, UNIT 204
Phone 421-2913	 SAN FRANCISCO

The thrust of the symposium is to pro-
vide state of the art information to mental
health professionals and the law enforce-
ment community alike. Its emphasis is on
personnel support service of a positive
nature as opposed administrative pro-
cedures like psychological screening.

Application for Enrollment

Mail to: Registration Office (PCE)
University of California
1308 Third Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94143

For registration information please call (415) 666-2894
or 666-2483.
For program information please call (415) 681-8080
X256 or X257.
Make checks payable to: U.C. REGENTS (please see
tuition information).

Check enclosed for $.-.
Please charge my:

BankAmericard	 Visa LI Mastercard

/._._/

for $	 - Card expiration date	 _. L

Authorized Signature

Name: -	 -------------- ----..-_-
Last	 First	 initial

Degree	 Specialty

Home Address ............_---.- ............

State --

Daytime Phone	 .. ..-.............
Area Code	 Number	 Ext.

PSYCHOTHERAPY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT
April 23, 24, 1982

M14153
E10006

fl I will not be able to attend. Please add my name
to your mailing list for future announcements.

LOYDYEARGAIN,
Retired SFPD

Real Estate No. 1, Inc.
1379 LINDA MAR SHOPPING CENTER, PACIFICA, 94044
OFFICE (4151 359-6111 	 RES. (415) 355-9620



Around The Clock

I COURTESY
TOW SERVICE

752-2960 --
2035 Divisadero, San Francisco 94115

SEARCHLIGHT
MARKET

•	 1964 HYDE
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

673-1010
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SAFE AMMO
	

City Hall
by Jim Speros, Central Station

Well, here I am, back on my soap box, with a ques-
tion that politicians and the powers that be love to
evade: Why can't we carry safe ammunition? Not that
the magnum ammo we're now issued and required to
carry isn't safe, but then how many of us qualify with
THAT load when we go to the range? There is the safe-
ty factor and one that would make one helluva great
lawsuit. Considering the amount of shots fired in recent
street encourters and the lack of contact by those shots
with suspects, what would happen if and WHEN some
bystander is struck by an officer's round?

The totality of circumstances would have to include
our not being able to fire this round during qualifica-
tion, the wicked recoil of our guns, (especially the
issued snub-nose revolvers), when firing the • required
ammunition and a consensus among officers I know,
that this magnum round is too powerful for city use
without a hollowpoint. What it boils down to, is how far
and where will these rounds go when an officer gets into
a shootout in which he must rapid fire and the weapon
is recoiling all over the clock?

While I don't have the chronqgraph measurements
that show transfers of energy, velocity and shock power,
I am sure there are numerous quality, factory-loaded
rounds that would fit our needs excellently. I for one
will vouch for the "Silvertip" .38 cal round that W&W
puts out. Specifically commissioned by the Interna-
tional Chiefs of Police Assn., that round was designed
to give maximum stopping power, penetration and
safety to surroundings. This .38 round in a hollow point
is designed to penetrate basic construction doors and
most glass without major deformation. But when it
strikes the intended target and penetrates four inches
into human flesh or bone, the .38 opens up to a .64 cal.
But as a lower velocity round it also has less travel
distance and therefore, less danger to civilians or other
oficer downf ire of it. After all, when was the last time
you had to disable an engine block, or fire on a target
over 25 yards away?

As a reasonable suggestion, why doesn't the depart.
ment set up some common sense guidelines as to what
kind of ammunition we can use and then allow officers

We are currently in the formation stages of develop-
ing the ability of the police department to compute our
overtime monies into our regular bi-monthly pay check.

It will be some time yet before we make our proposal,
however, in the process of discussing this proposal with
my evening dining partners in the Central and Nor-

- them, there has merged a dissent that is worth discuss-
ing.

to purchase their own. As a further protection, then re-
quire that the officer must qualify with the ammunition
he or she CARRIES on and off duty. This insures that
the officers know fully well, the dynamics of the round
they carry and if it's too hot for them, then the range
can have them carry something not so uncontrolable.
Some advantages would be that the department would
save some money in purchasing ammunition, oficers
would be more confident in the ammuntion since they
would fire it at qualification, and the officers would
have a small tax write-off for the ammo they buy.

Not that I'm suggbsting the department give up all
control of what types of ammunition would be used. To
the contrary, these modified guidelines would assure
more efficient control of our firearms in the street and
might prevent a lawsuit. Besides, in a time where the
criminal element is becoming more sophisticated in the
hardware it uses, I'd feel better knowing that I was us-
ing the most up-to-date ammunition, if I ever had to.

There, now I'm off the old soap box. Alright, Range,
Administration and Politicians, the ball's in your court.

"Have you looked at the regulations pertaining to the
use of issue ammunition lately?"

Another conceI'n is that with the increased monies
being paid out bi-monthly, the taxes paid by members
would be higher due to the increased taxable earnings
bracket overtime monies would cause.

An advantage to the monies being paid on your
paycheck is that you will realize the benefit of your
overtime labors in a more timely fashion, which will
enable you to put those monies to work for you and your
family.

Rival plans for buying the San Francisco
police a fingerprint computer turned into a
political quarrel yesterday between Supervi-
sor Wendy Nelder, who is Leading an initiative
drive to get such a criminal-tracking comput-
er,and Mayor Dianne Feinstein, who has plans
of her own for getting one.

Nelder handed in petitions she said contained
14,848 signatures for a JuneV ballot measure that would
ask voter opinion on the crime-fighting technology.
Nelder, who is running for re-election in November,
has made the computer a pet project and has pushed
hard for several years for the city to buy a model
manufactured by the Rockwell aerospace firm.

Feinstein and police officials have balked at that
idea, claiming that a Japanese model now being devel-
oped may be superior and that the Rockwell model was
trouble-prone.

According to both Feinstein and Nelder, the
fingerprint computer will be able to speed up police
work enormously. Searches now are made manually
through long lists of suspect prints and are usually
launched only when a near-complete set of prints is
available from a crime.

If the computer lives up to its heavy advance
billing, only one of 10 fingerprints would be enough to
start a rapid computeI search that would determine
whether the new prints matched any connected with
earlier crimes.

Before her election to the board, Nelder was a
leader of a non-profit group called Crime Lab, which
sought to buy and donate a computer to the city. "That
was 3½ years ago, and the mayor hasn't done a thing
except appoint a task force and hire a consultant,"
Nelder said.	 -

"Crime is the No. I problem in the city," she said,
noting that she had little trouble finding signatures for
her initiative.

V Registrar of Voters Jay Patterson said the initia-
tive, which has to have 9600 valid signatures, would
take two weeks to validate.

Peter Gorman,. an aide to Feinstein, said the mayor
was preparing to solicit bids on buying or Jeasing a
computer from, both Rockwell and the Japanese firm.

V He said the city would make a final decision by June -
about the same time the Nelder initiative would appear
on the ballot.

The computer is estimated to cost $2 to $3 million
with a one-time start-up cost of about $500,000.

ALL RETURNS GUARANTEED - YEAR ROUND OFFICE

- BUS LINES - 6. 10, 66. 71, 72. "N" CAR

/?dm,L
TAX SERVICE

ENROLLED TO PRACTICE BEFORE THE
INTERNAL. REVENUE SERVICE

1020 IRVING STREET
(BTW. tim & lam AVE.)	 (415) 661-1980
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122 U.S.A. (416) 566-4065

I support San Francisco Police

OVERTIME REPORT
by Theodore A. Schlink III

I would appreciate as much feed back as possible on
One of the arguments against such a policy is the in-  this subject, so I request that you complete the below

ability of the wage earner to sock away those monies questionnaire, sign and date it, and forward it to me at
needed for birthdays, anniversaries, etc. 	 the POA or Tactical.

— — —	 ---- — — — — — — — — — — --- — — — — — --- — — --- — — — — — —
•	 Send your answer to TedSchlink, e/o Tac Unit. 	 I
I	 •1
I	 YES,	 NO,_____	 I

Iwould like my overtime monies to be 	 I do not want my overtime monies paid
paid to me on my regular bi-monthly	 to me on my regular paycheck, however, I 	 I
paycheck.	

V	
do want my overtime monies paid to me in	 I

1 V 	 a timely fashion.I	 II	 I
I	 COMMENTS:
I	 V 	

V 	 II	 II	 II	 ..,	 II	
V 	 II	 V 	 II	 V 	 II

I	 Signed	
V 	

I

Date _________________________________	 Company or Detail

— — — — — — — _ — — — — — — — — — — — — - — - — — — — — — — — — - — — — — — — — — - — — - I



Officer James R. Seim

As you can see, a total of $6,200.00 in donations were
made. Your one dollar ($1.00) donation to Community
Services is really getting its use. Not only to worthy
organizations but to give some help to its own
members.

I don't doubt that most of you are taking $12.00
off your income tax returns, but did you know that
there are less than 1,000 members who are signed up
for Community Services?

In the next few weeks, you will be contacted by your
station representative and- told that you are not a
member of Community Services.

Please, you can see that the monies collected are be-
ing given out to worthy groups. See January's issue of
the POLICEMAN for a list of donations made for the
last few years. Over $45,000 in donations.

All you have to do is fill out a payroll deduction card,
sign it and we'll do the rest. 50 a pay period - it is tax
deductible.

GET INVOLVED - JOIN NOW.

NORTh
	

AN

500 Columbus Ave.
San Francisco
CA 94133
392-0144
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Part IV
Officer James Seim has been a member of the San

Francisco Police Department for the past eleven years
during which he served at Taraval, Central, Park and
his present assignment, Southern Station.

Officer Seim is a four year veteran, honorably
discharged after serving with the U.S. Army, has ob-
tained his commercial pilot's license and is a graduate
of Golden Gate University, majoring in Administration
of Justice.

Jim is married, the proud father of three children
and spends his leisure time in planning home im-
provements and pursuing his favorite hobby,
photography.

He received two Police Commission commendations
in the past for heroism in the line of duty and is a wor-
thy candidate for the Traffic Enforcement Officer of
the Month award because of his persistent dedication to
duty.

Community Services Committee held its meeting on
February 19, 1982. The meeting was called to order and
the following motions were made:

1. A donation of $500.00 was given to Officer Art
Gerrans, who had his home destroyed by the recent
floods..;

2. The Stonestown YMCA (Boys Club) was given a
donation of $250.00

3. St. Luke's Neighborhood Clinic was given
$200.00.

4. Interaction (beeper ball for the blind) was given
$250.00 towards equipment and the committee
members Amiot and Huegle will also set up a softball
game between S.F.P.D. and Interaction teams.

5. Childrens' Hospital Clinic was given a $2,500.00
donation.

6. Trauma Center Foundation was given a $l,000.00
donation.

7. Officer William Pfister, who recently passed away
of cancer, family was given a donation of $500.00.

8. KGO-Radio Leukemia Telethon -to be held March
12-13 will be given a $1,000.00 donation.

9. A letter was received by Community Services for
financial help for Huckleberry House. A motion was
made to contact writer and find out the specific needs
and to report back at our next meeting.

Gene's
Custom
Upholstery

552-5630
375 - 11TH STREET

Between Harrison & Folsom
San Francisco 94103

Gene Clark, the owner of Gene's Custom
Upholstery, specializes in foreign and
domestic automobile and van custom in-
terior work at reasonable rates and in-
surance work is invited.

Since 1964 Gene is the specialist for your
automobile and boat seats.

by William Kidd

Well, after a double tongue-lashing in the February
POLICEMAN, one would think I'd have learned my
lesson by now. But unfortunately for all of us, the
evidence of POA mismanagement and lackluster
leadership by the current POA administration just con-
tinues to pile up higher.

While both the Vice President .and alleged Federal
Litigation Committee chairman condemned those of us
who speak out against them, they still managed to
disgress from the primary issues:

1. The Association leaders have lost for us, perhaps
irretrievably, the momentum - the upper hand - we
enjoyed as of late 1979, in regard to federal litigation.

2. TheAssociation leaders have made the improve-
ment of benefits - both of Tier II retirement and of
other benefits, as well - a low priority. No one expects
miracles, but work has not even begun, and failure to
educate and inform the membership ha resulted in
misunderstanding and internal division among young
and old members.

Instead, I and others, who have not been so conscien-
tious about publicizing our activities in behalf of the
Association or its members, are told that we have no
right to speak out. Those of us who never planned to
seek out and capitalize upon Association offices are
told that since we never ran for office, or if we ran, were
not elected, we therefore lack the intelligence to see
what is happening in this organization. Instead,
because some of us who chose to place our trust in and
support other Association activists, rather than seek
Association office ourselves (and found that we as
members were betrayed, in deference to personal
feather-bedding) we have forfeited our right to criticize.

Well, I reject that,concept. I have spoken out and
will continue to dQ so if for no other reason but because
I have always been a supportive member, I have paid
my "dues" in more ways than one, and as far as I am
concerned, I and other long-standing members have
been betrayed, short-changed and misled.

The most recent example of inept leadership involves
the current brOuhaha over political contributions. The
Association had gone from a position of vehemently op-
posing any political activity at all, to accepting the con-
cept of political endorsement, to the realization of the
necessity of campaign contributions in order to just get
the attention of potentially supportive office-holders.

Then, in the finest traditions of the Sacramento
legislature, our leaders allowed the assets of the
organization to accumulate to a quarter of a million.
dollars, while lavishly passing out contributions to one

and all. Most of these contributions were justifiable and
purposeful, but our cavalier leaders made no attempt to
exercise some discretion, to keep members aware of
their activities, objectives, or plans, or to re-educate the
membership as to the value, purpose or political
realities of these contributions.

The result is a backlash, starting with more stringent
controls on political solicitations, and which treatens to
call for cessation of contributions altogether. If this
happens, again it will be we, the members, who will suf-
fer in the long run.

It is issues like these which I feel obligate me to speak
out. I, and others like me, intend to still be here in the
S.F:P.D., 10, 15 and 20 years from now, long after
those with higher aspirations will be gone. We will be
the ones who will be reaping the results of today's inac-
tion an4 mismanagement. I do not intend to be one of
the many who will look back to these times and say "if
we had only. . ." We must evaluate what is happening
in this Association right now, because we're going to
have to live with the consequences for a long time to
come.

GRANDMA'S SALOON
1232 Noriega St., San Francisco CA 94122

Phone (415) 665-7892

SCORDELIS
	

OWNER

SUN VALLEY
DAIRY

A LOCAL INDEPENDENT CONCERN
"THE FINEST OF MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS"

300 ALEMANY BLVD.
SAN FRANCISCO

282-5105

COMMUNITY SERVICES
by Henry Friedlander, Chairman
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LETTERS
RICHMOND STATION

Dear Chief Murphy,
Our Kindergarten visit

to Richmond Police Sta-
tion on Thursday, Jan. 28,
was SUPER!!!!

Officer Forrest Fulton
(our wonderfully patient
guide), was very
knowledgeable, and had a
great sense of humor
(which is very important
when you have. 60
Kindergarteners in tow).

Officer Steve Silvers,
and Red (of the Mounted
Unit), and Officer Ken
Sandstrom (of the Solo
Motorcycle Division), were
great hits and very patient

with all the children. Capt.
Seghy gave us a warm
welcome and opened the
station to us.

All in all it was a rewar-
ding day. San Francisco's
finest certainly came
through and did you and
the San Francisco Police
Department proud.

Again, many thanks for
the wonderful time.

Sincerely,
Marilyn Panelli, Teacher

Fran Ryan, Aide
Loyola Storti, Aide

HOLY NAME SCHOOL
San Francisco

GRATITUDE
	

PURSE RECOVERED

Dear Bob:
In the eight years that I

served the people of the Ci-
ty and County of San Fran-
cisco as an Assistant
District Attorney, I have
aIWay considered the men
and women of the San
Franáisco Police Depart-
ment as the true "cham-
pions of the people". It
was a privilege for me to
work with the members of
the San Francisco Police
Department in the pursuit
of justice during my career
a an Assistant District At-
torney.

I wish to personally
thank you and the San
Francisco Police Officers'
Association for the
recognition that you
bestowed upon me at my
testimonial dinner on
January 29, $981. Please
accept my deep felt ap-
preciation for your con-
tribution to a very
memorable evening in my
life.

Very truly yours,
H. Stuart Kinder

BEST INTEREST

Editor:
In the best interest of

the San Francisco Police
Officers' Association, or
what's left of the Associa-
tion, I submit three recom-
mendations:
• 1. Bob Barry resign as
president of the POA.

2. Paul Chignell return
the $10,000 to the Associa-

tion.
3. The Board of Direc-

tors act more responsibily
towards the membership,
and the need to - upgrade
the working conditions
and benefits of the San
Francisco police officers.

Sincerely,
William Carlin

Southern StatiOn

It is all well and good to talk about "helping" others
and extending our welcome to allegedly "oppressed"
people, but the fact remains that the US simply cannot
support the entire world. (Although to hear some Third
World politicans talk you'd think we could).

The first duty of our government is to our own peo-
ple. We should not allow any more immigration until
every native-born citizen has a job.

A TLANTIS
Sea food Grotto

Dear Editor:	 Allowing aliens to invade our country and then "de-
mand" their rights is like allowing a stranger to walk

Subject: Purse recovered into your home, sit down at the dinner table, and de-
in 211 PC case and $25.00 .. mand to be fed. What right have illegal immigrants to
check to SFPD Widows & demand anything?
Orphans Fund	 Because of minority-favoritism laws., unskilled im-

migrants are permitted to take jobs and money from
native-born Americans of far greater skill and educa-

I think you should have tion. This unfair practice must be stopped. Why should
the names of the Central illegal immigrants be favored simply because they
Police Station officers who belong to a certain group? The attitude of the govern-

ment seems to be that if you are an honest, native-borntook an initial incident
robbery report and the two working class person you have no rights - except the
officers who made the ar- right to pay taxes.

rest of the three hoods and Immigration should be of special concern to black
were told by one of the people, because such wholesale immigration is one
hoods where the purse, reason for the high rate of unemployment among
money and ID had been blacks. Close to 50% of black tennagers are
hidden under a parked unemployed, yet our government allows thousands of il-car. Officer Paul Scott

legal immigrants to pour across the borders, therebymade the report. Officer aggravating the problem.
Steven Hutzler and Officer

Robert Rogers who made a I recently saw a bumper sticker that stated IGNOREfine arrest and a damn 
ALIEN ORDERS. Why tolerate such a flagrant, con-

good recovery of the purse temptuous attitude? The person who displayed the
intact. They did a real nice sticker should be sent back across the border.
job and nade the city of	 The US is running out of oil, iron, copper and other
SF look very good to two strategic minerals, our forests are being destroyed at a
visiting New Yorkers. 	 record rate and our soil is being exhausted by over-
think them for a job well, cultivation. Yet the government behaves as if our coun-
done.	 try was still an unspoiled land of boundless riches.

Inspector Dave Toschi

Why We Must

Stop Immigration
by L. Davis Almand, Civilian Employee

The opinion printed here does not necessarily represent the posi-
tion of the San Francisco Police Officers' Association. Our policy has
been, and continues to be, to print as broad a representation of opi-
nions as space allows. This policy includes articles by both police of-
ficers and non-police officers. Editor.

The current news about unemployment statistics,
wholesale layoffs, etc. is graphic evidence that we must
stop the almost unrestricted immigration of the past ten
years. The Hispanic invasion of the past decade, with
the subsequent increases in crime, juvenile delinquency
and unemployment is an example of what happens
when the government makes little attempt to control
immigration.

The City of Miami, Florida, used to be a quiet resort
community, but since the invasion of Latins it has
become a hotbed of crime and the center of a
flourishing drug traffic. So far as the Mexican border is
concerned, there appears to be an understood, if un-
written, agreement between the US politicians and the
Mexican government that if the US continues to absorb
excess Mexican population Mexico will continue to sup-
ply oil at moderate price levels. The bureaucrats of
W-ashington wduld probably deny such an agreement,
but I believe it exists nonetheless.

I also believe that another reason why the govern-
ment will not control immigration is because the giant
agri-business corporations who control large commer-
cial farms in the southwest want to ensure a-continuing
supply of cheap labor. More people means more profits
and larger markets - profits for everyone except the
taxpayers who must foot the bill for increased crime
and welfare costs.

KEEP YOUR
BENEFICIARY

CURRENT
It is important to you that the beneficiary we have

listed in the Association office for your $2,500 in-
surance be kept current. (Active officers only)

If you have changed your status in any way (married,
divorced, etc.) then you should contact our office and
sign a new beneficiary card.

In checking our files we find that there are many of
our members who have not even signed a card,
although we have sent several notices in the past.

If you are not sure if you have a card on file, or you
wish to make a change, please call the Association of-
fice (861-5060).

"Yeah, I noticed this morning that the throttle seemed
to be sticking."

2050 Divisadeit Street (415) 563-9444

San Francisco 94115 -

A GOURMET DELICATESSEN,
GROCERY & CATERER

7 Days a Week
Open 11:30A.M. -9:30P.M.

PHONE: 731-6703

The Great Shanghai Restaurant
AUTHENTIC MANDARIN SHANGAHI CHUNKING CUISINE

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT— BANQUET UP TO 100
917 TARAVAL ST.

AT 19TH AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94116

BLUE POINT
SEAFOOD RESTAURANT

951 CLEMENT
SAN FRANCISCO 94118

752-5927

and

2424 Van Ness Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94109
771-7878
5-11 Daily

Deadline for articles to be
submitted is the first Wednes-
day of each month. No excep-
tions.

Open 7 days
361 West Portal Ave.
San Francisco 94127
665-7920
M-F 11-1
Sat-Sun 4-11

,c e4(44a.te

850 Grant Avenue
San Francisco, Calif. 94108
Open 9*00 A. M. - 9:00 P. M.

PHONE: 362-0601
'	 CLOSW THURSDAY
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Feinstein says cops panicked
49ERS PARADE

It is the intent of this author to remind the mayor
that it was because of her mistake that she put us in a
no-win situation. It is because of her statements printed
in the East Bay Today that led me to write my letter to
her. The mayor must be shown that the members of this
Association will not allow themselves to be used as her
"whipping boys".

If she wants our support as an Association for her re-
election in 1983, she must support us and never use us
to cover-up her errors in judgment.

Dan Linehan

Reprinted East Bay Today
February 12, 1982
Front Page	

By Joan McKinney
Tribune Staff Writer

SAN FRANCISCO - Police who were isolated from
each other during the 49ers' homecoming motorcade
Jan. 25 "panicked and overracted badly," Mayor
Dianne Feinstein told the Human Rights Commission.

Feinstein, who appeared before the commission to
give a favorable report of its effectiveness in monitoring
affirmative action contract compliance, was questioned
by Richard Sevilla, chairman of the commission's Gay
Rights Advisory Committee, about the actions of police
during Superbowl celebrations.

"I think we have a very real problem in the dpeart-
ment, which I told both the Police Commission in
writing and the chief verbally," Feinstein said.

"Our police need more training in crowd control, not
necessarily demonstration control. I think training fell
apart when officers got separated," she said.

Feinstein said she has requested "more diligence" in
seeing that badge numbers are always visible, if
necessary painted on helmets; special training for
sergeants in street supervision; and greater use of
bullhorns in crowd control.

She defended the planning for the motorcade, which
was stalled by crowds on Market Street, by saying that
nobody had anticipated the number of people who
would turn out on a working day in a city "that has not
been very sports-minded in the past."

Police estimated 250,000 people turned out for the
homecoming parade.

About 40 complaints have been filed against police
by participants in the 49ers victory celebrations Jan. 24
and 25, claiming police used excessive force to control
the crowds.

February 16, 1982

Mayor Feinstein:

I would like to take a little bit of your time to express
my views of the article that appeared on the front page
of the East Bay Today dated February 12, 1982. The ar-
ticle that I am referring to quotes you as stating that the
police, "panicked and overreacted badly." As a proud
member of the San Francisco Police Department I was
in uniform January 25 and was assigned with my part-
ner to patrol the Market Street area. At approximately
5:30 p.m. I heard via police radio of two officers on the
1000 block of Market Street that were being pelted with
rocks and bottles from the angry mob that had
assembled to watch the homecoming motorcade. Un-
fortunately, that crowd was never controlled. From the
very start of that day, any casual observer would have
foreseen trouble brewing. Due to a lack of police per-
sonnel, the crowd was allowed to consume oceans of
alcohol in public view. But because of a lack of
foresight by the persons entrusted to chart the guide
lines of-the motorcade, of which you personally led,
allowed a small portion of drunken trouble makers to
blacken the eyes of San Francisco once again.

Upon our arrival to assist the two officers, I observed
that while they were rendering medical aid to a man
who had suffered a heart attack these officers were
allowed to be assaulted by your inability to foresee the
obvious, especially when one considers the riotous ac-
tions in the North Beach area the night before; While
we were waiting for an ambulance to take the fallen
citizen to the hospital, (approximately 25 minutes to ar-
rive due to the mob) we stood with our backs to the
wall. During this time we were likened to rotating
ducks in a shooting gallery. I was in fear of continued
rock and bottle throwing thus I radioed for assistance
and requested that the day shift that had been held over
as a reserve be sent to our aid. Much to my dismay I
was advised that they had been sent home. Yes,
Madam Mayor, sent home while 250,000 people were
allowed to walk around Market Street, the main street
of our city that we love so, throwing rocks at police,
breaking glass, looting at least one store. Sent home so
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the city can save a few dollars in overtime money.
It is my singular belief that you should shoulder the

blame and assume total responsibility for each and
every injury suffered by the members of our police
department and the citizenry that you are obliged 'to
protect. That by your inability to put together a com-
prehensive contingency plan you placed each person
who attended the motorcade and the police department
in jeopardy.

At the present time approximately 40 complaints
have been filed by citizens with Internal Affairs. When
one considers that the police had contact with, by your
estimations of one quarter of a million people under a
stress filled situation that is an outstanding ratio. One
that should be applauded.

Please note that it is not my wish to offend you with
my correspondence but as a member of the San Fran-
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cisco Police Department and an elected member of the
San Francisco Police Officers' Association Board of
Directors, I can not nor will I allow you to blast our
department for as you put it, "panicking and overreac-
ting badly." I was a witness to a tremendous amount of
bravery and a total dedication to duty by our depart-
ment.

Mayor Feinstein, I extend to you the offer that the
next time there is a need for crowd control that you put
on the jumpsuit that you so proudly fashioned in the
December 1981 issue of San Francisco Magazine and
join my partner and I for a first hand experience. Join
our ranks and I'm sure that you will find a fine group of
people who love San Francisco and who want to protect
it as much as you do.

Respectfully,
Daniel J. Linehan

Director Southern Station

Dear Mr. Linehan:

Thank you for taking the time to express your views
of the East Bay Today article. For the most part I am
proud of our police department. I have extended my
congratulations to both Chief Murphy and the men and
women who so courageously and professionally went
about their duties during the most stressful conditions I
have ever witnessed.

My remarks were limited to those few officers, who
by their actions, I am sure, panicked, and as a result,
overreacted. It saddens me when the unprofessional
acts of a very few officers gives the entire City and our
police department a black eye.

I am depending on officers of your professional
statute to provide the leadership and examples for those
few who may not be quite up to speed. I did not intend
to demean the bravery, dedication, and professionalism
of most of the officers on duty during the tense hours.

I am grateful to you and yonr colleagues for your love
for our City and your desire to protect it and its people.

Warmest regards,
Sincerely,

Dianne Feinstein
Mayor
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Help Your Heart
dAmerican Heart
VAssoclatlon

Ethnic Heart Problems
Hispanic people, the ma	 Health Science Center at

jority of whom are Mexican- San Antonio.
Americans, are among the The survey shows that
fastest-growing ethnié groups low - income Mexican-Amer-
in the United States. Heart icans tend to be more over-
and blood vessel disease is the weight and have more diabetes
number one killer of Mexican- than upper-income people in
Americans, as it is in this the study, irrespective of
country's Anglo and black whether the upper-income
populations.	 people are Mexican-American

Although Mexican-Amer- or Anglo, says Dr. Stern. "The
jeans are an important seg- income-level factor seems to
ment of our pop ulat ion, be more important than ethnic
the cardiovascular health differences," he explains.
problems of that group re- The researchers hope to
mained almost unstudied until discover how netic, cultural
recently, says Michael P. Stern, and socioeconomic factors
M.D., director of the San affect cardiovascular disease
Antonio, Texas, Heart Study, patterns in Mexican-Amer-
a large federal research project icans. "Any heart disease pre-
that began with a pilot study vention program directed at
funded by the American Mexican-Americans must be
Heart Association. 	 based not only on their health

Dr. Stern and his team problems but also on their
have surveyed more than cultural attitudes about things
1,400 Mexican-American such as diet," Dr. Stern says.
adults for cardiovascular Although the major risk
disease and the following risk factors for heart and blood
fctors: high levels of blood vessel diseases are important
cholesterol and other blood in all segments of the U.S.
fats, high blood pressure, population, certain risks are
smoking, diabetes and obesity. more important in specific
Six hundred Anglos have also ethnic groups. Blacks, for
been inôluded in the study example, are particularly
for comparison purposes.	 susceptible to high blood

San Antonio, the nation's pressure.
ninth largest city, has a Mexi- Help your heart! Reducing
can-American majority. "San risks will contribute to an
Antonio's unique bicultural increased sense of well-being
population makes it an ideal for every member of your
'laboratory' for this study, family. Young children will
which is probably the first especially benefit by learn
comprehensive investigation ing early in life -to avoid
of a Mexican-American popu- eating fatty foods, smoking
lation," says Dr. Stern, asso- and other habits that increase
ciate professor of medicine the risk of heart disease in
at the University of Texas adulthood.

"At this point, we must pause to consider the necessity
of using the appropriate amount of physical force."

Did you ever wonder why Internal Affairs conducts
their interroptions at a reasonable hour? Preferably,
at a time when the officer is on duty, or during the nor-
mal waking hours of the officer? Because State Law
Mandates!!

Did you ever wonder why Internal Affairs must notify
the officer to be investigated the nature of the charge,
the name of the officer in charge of the investigation,
the names of the interrogating officers, and the names
of all other persons to be present during the interroga-
tion? That no more than two interrogators are allowed
to ask questions? Because State Law Mandates!!

Did you ever wonder why the officer is allowed to be
represented by a person of his or her choice andthat the
officer is allowed to tape record the interrogation?
Because State Law Mandates!!

Did you ever wonder how these protections came to
be written into State Law? Because of Paul Chignell.

A great amount of the language contained in police
officers Bill of Rights (A.K.A. A.B.301), which was
signed by Governor Brown in 1976, was authored by
our vice president, Paul Chignell. No other set of laws
have had such a tremendous effect on our working lives
as A. B. 301. No longer were police officers throughout
the state subjected to abuses by their superiors. 'No
longer were police officers seccmd class citizens. We en-
joy the dignity that we deserve only through the efforts
of Paul and people like him.

A short time ago Paul declared his interest to unseat
Assemblyman William Filan.te, who is the incumbent in
Paul's home area of Northern Maria and Southern
Sonoma Counties, In order to achieve this goal it will
take political contacts, an enormous amount of
political know-how, but the most important aspect of
any campaign is money. A friend of Paul's requested a
donation of five thousand dollars reminding us of the

Chief Murphy is a blood donor!

thousands of hours that Paul donated to our Associa-
tion and because of Paul's tireless efforts on our behalf
to win passage of A.B.301. We were given a rare op-
portunity to give thanks for all the things Paul did for
us and to help him kick off his new career in Sacramen-
to. It was the will of your elected representatives present
at that meeting, to double the amount requested. It is
my belief that that action was the best decision your
POA leadership has made in many years. For too long
we have had to fight to keep what little we have. It is
about time we fight for what is rightfully ours. With
Paul seated in the State Assembly fighting for us on
issues on a statewide level, he will have the best interest
of each and every person who must work for a living. He
would have impact on each of our lives, making deci-
sions on bills that will decide how much bread and but-
ter you will be able to provide for your family. Not to
mention how much he would touch us with regards to
our working conditions.

It was very disappointing for me to read the last few
issues of the POLICEMAN newspaper which contained
several letters moaning about the amount of money
donated to Paul's campaign. That donation represents
less than sixty dollars per member. Is that too much to
give to a person who has worked so hard for us over the
past several years? I think not.

It is my belief that the moaners are a very small
minority of our Association. I really had a good laugh
when one person suggested that we "bankrolled" Paul's
campaign. When in fact, the amount to run a suc-
cessful campaign is well over a hundred thousand
dollars.

In summation, we must ask ourselves what would
benefit us the most; Paul in Sacramento fighting for
our interest or fifty dollars and a turkey?
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Opened with'the Pledge of Allegiance at 4:20 p.m.

Roll Call: Twenty present (Swall, Linehan, Schmidt,
Parenti, Bruce, Tennant, Maloney, Grant, Doherty,
Wright, Collins, Ballentine, Casciato, Nevin, Bell,
Hebel, Rapagnani, Chignell, Barry) and one excused
(Huegle).

President Barry issued the Oath of Office to the
Board of Directors who were sworn in and then duly
became members of the Board of Directors.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
• President Barry reported on the following issues: 1.

Collective Bargaining Charter Amendment which ap-
pears on the Board of Supervisors' agenda of February
22, 1982. At this meeting it will either be passed or it
will not appear on the ballot.

2. Meeting with Mayor Feinstein regarding the back
pay wage suits of 1977-78 in which the Association is at-
tempting to get the City to drop this appeal. 3. COPS
Endorsement Convention in April in Sacramento.

4. Grievance and Internal Affairs Seminar for new
Board members to be held at a date to be determined in
March of this year. 5. Law suit update.

6. AB 253 pertaining to overturning the Corey and
Cervantes Cases (Restoring peace officer powers while
off duty and working secondary employment as a
security guard); the major defect in this bill is that it
applies only if the peace officer is in uniform.

7. Proposed secondary employment order with hold
harmless agreement. This appears to be getting closer
to Commissioner Dobson.

VICE PRESIDENTS REPORT
Vice president Chignell reported on the following:

Up-date on his candidacy for the State Assembly Race;
he is unopposed in the June primary; he is attempting
to raise $250,000 for the November 3rd general elec-
tion.

TREASURER'S REPORT
Treasurer Rapagnani presented the monthly finan-

cial statement for January 1982. This shows an ending
cash balance of $252,780.38. This report was adopted
by voice vote.

SECRETARY'S REPORT	 -
Secretary Hebel reported that the minutes of the

January 19th and January 28th meetings were printed
in the San Francisco POLICEMAN which was
distributed just prior to the meeting. There being no
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àmeñdments or additions in his report. These minutes
were adopted by voice vote.

Secretary Hebel spoke on the certification of the con-
stitutional amendment which contain&l 213 valid
signatures pertaining to the voting rights of retired
members. Since this petition also requested a sepcial
membership meeting and in that it contained more
than 150 signatures, it is entitled to treatment at a
special membership meeting to be held in the near
future.

Since this revised agenda containing the political
contributions on it was not distributed under the five
day constitutional rule, the political contributions on it
could not be considered at this Board meeting.

SPECIAL ORDER OF BUSINESS
Member George Walsh addressed the Board regar-

ding political contributions. He indicated that a con-
stitution change was being worked on regarding a dues
reduction in that it appeared that the POA had too
much money, to him, and was being overly generous in
political contributions.

Inspector Ken Moses reported on the Crime Lab
Non-Profit Organization. He indicated that both Nip-
pon and Rockwell (Print Track) have the computers
needed but the best one is yet to be determined. A con-
sultant is studying this issue. The Board of Supervisors
will consider the issue of hardware for this computer
within the next few months. The number of signatures
on the Fingerprint Computer Petition is not presently
known.

M/Wright S/Nevin that the Board rescind its
December 15th, 1981 motion dealing with the Finger
print Computer Software. This motion was adopted by
voice vote.

M/Hebel S/Nevin that this Association pledge
$20,000 to the Crime Lab Non-Profit Organization.
$2,000 of which is to be and has been used for Super-
visor Nelder's petition drive and the remaining $18,000
is to be a pledge to be used only for the San Francisco
Fingerprint Computer Software and for no other pur-
pose. The contract is to be entered into, regarding the
$18,000 pledge where the monies are to be used only for
this purpose and that the monies will be returned to the
Police Officers' Association or that this pledge will not
be given should the computer not be obtained by the Ci-
ty and County of San Francisco. Motion passed by a
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vote of 17 yes (Linehan, Dempsey, Schmidt, Parenti,
Bruce, Tennant, Maloney, Grant, Doherty, Wright,
Collins, Casciato, Nevin, Bell, Hebel, Chignell, Barry)
and one no (Ballentine).

GRIEVANCE COMMIT'FEE: Paul Chignell gave
the Grievance Committee report in which he talked
about the status of all the cases which he and other
Board members are handling. He indicated that he is
very pleased with the assistance he is getting and giving
to other Board members. A general discussion was had
regarding the inconsistent disciplinary action of Chief
Murphy.

FEDERAL LITIGATION REPORT: Attorney
Ralph Saltsman spoke to this issue. He indicated that
the notice of appeal and request for a stay of Judge
Peckham's entire order dated December 30, 1981 had
been filed with the 9th Circuit Court. The basis for this
appeal and request for stay dealt with the fact that
Judge Peckham had effectively imposed quotas at that
entry level and had altered the Consent Decree's ap-
pointment date for the Q-50/Q-35. He reported on
former U.S. Attorney William Hunter in that person's
alleged inappropriateness in the Federal Litigation
Case.

M/Hebel 5/Nevin that this Board of Directors
vigorously support the position of President Barry
taken at the Auditor-Monitor's meeting of January 25,
1982 proposing preferential training for protected class
members and that this Associaiton shall take all
necessary actions and insure the quality of training for
all police officers. Motion passed by a vote of 18 yes
(Swall, Linehan, Schmidt, Parenti, Bruce, Tennant,
Maloney, Grant, Doherty, Wright, Collins, Ballentine,
Nevin, Bell, Hebel, Rapagnani, Chignell, Barry).

WELFARE OFFICERS REPORT: Welfare Officer
Mike Hebel spoke op the following issues: 1. Report on
Proposition F and G, 1980 allowing a buy-out vesting; a
complete report is found on page 3 of the February 1982
edition os the POLICEMAN.

2. Retirement Systems' investigators (a report on this
is found on page 11 of the February issue of the
POLICEMAN.

The L.A. City Charter Amendment scheduled for
June 1982 drastically affecting the cost-of-living raises
for future and present police officers and firefighters.
This detrimental legislation is being supported by
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-- February 18, 1982
Mayor Bradley who is presently a candidate for the Health Services - Woody Tennant, Chairman; Greg
Democratic Nomination for California Governorship. 	 Lynch, Doug Foss.

4. Ron Vernali's application for determination filed Legislative Committee - Reno Rapagnani, Chairman;
with the Retirement Board. 5. Tax Status of Industrial Al Casciato, Rick Bruce, Gerry Schmidt, Bob Swall,
Disability Retiremens (See page 1 of the February 1982 Mike Dempsey, Bob Huegle, M/Schmidt S/Nevin that
issue of the POLICEMAN). 	 the Legislative Committee be adopted. Approved by

6. The movement effective February 22, 1982 of the unanimous vote.
Franciscan Treatment Room from the 3rd Floor to the Insurance Committee - Appointed in March by the
Basement of the St. Francis Hospital. Mike Hebel in- Board of Directors.
dicated that he would personally investigate this move Labor Relations Committee - Bob Barry, Paul
and have a full report on the reasons for it and any Chignell, Reno Rapagnani, Dan Linehan, Mike Hebel,

and 1 abstain (Schmidt). M/Rapagnani S/Collins that
Gale Wright be appointed Editor of the San Francisco
POLICEMAN. Adopted unanimously by the Board of
Directors.

INSURANCE COMMITTEE/PUBLICATIONS
COMMITTEE: Gale Wright gave his report on policies
and dental plans. M/Nevin S/Rapagnani that the
money savings from the IUPA ($29,000) be used to pur-
sue a dental plan for active and retired members and
their dependents. Approved unanimously by a voice
vote.

potential problemsthat will arise as a result of it.	 Jack ialientine, YeteMalofley.	 .	 NEW BUSINESS
M/Rapagnani S/Nevin that this Association request California Organization of Police & Sheriffs (COPS) -	 Mike Nevrn spoke on his candidacy for the City

an official investigation by the Retirement Board Bob Barry, Al Casciato, Vicki Walker, Dan Linehan, 	 Council in Daly City and for his request for financial
members as to why Ron Vernali cannot get h's case Paul Chignell George Grant Rick Bruce Woody Ten 	 support M/Maloney S/Nevin that this Association en
placed on the hearing officer's calendar. Motion passed nant,Ron Parenti, Duane Collins. 	 dorse the candidacy of Mike Nevin for the Daly City

by a vote of 18 yes (Swall, Linehan, Schmidt, Parenti, 	 Council and apologize to him for any embarrassment
Bruce, Tennant, Maloney, Grant, Doherty, Wright, Screening Committee - Per the Constitution and By- 	 that may have been caused by the agenda mix-up and
Collins,. Nevin, Bell, Hebel, Rapagnani, Chignell, Laws the following members are on the Screening Com- 	 that his request for financial support will be taken up

Barry).	 mittee: Bob Barry, Paul Chignell, Reno Rapagnani, 	 next month. Motion approved unanimously by voice
M/Ballentine S/Wright that the Retirement Com- Mike Hebel.	 vote.

mittee contact an actuary to submit a proposal for Retirement Committee - M/Rapagnani S/Collins that 	 M/Hebel S/Bell that this Board of Directors adopt
another buy-out proposal and determine the financial Welfare Officer Mike Hebel be appointed. Approved 	 the following policy statement: Request for political
savings to the City due to the first buy-out; report back by unanimous voice vote. Greg Lynch and Pete	 contributions shall be communicated to the Secretary
ending one month. Motion passed by a vote of 18 yes Maloney are also on the Retirement Committee. 	 at least ten days before the meeting of which this item
(Swall, Linehan, Schmidtd, Parenti, Bruce, Tennant, Budget Committee - Reno Rapagnani, Duane Collins,	 can be considered so that the item can be timely placed
Maloney, Grant, Doherty, Wright, Collins, Ballentine, Gale Wright.	 0 the agenda as required by the constitution. Motion
Nevin, Bell, Hebel, Rapagnani,Chignell, Barry).	 Uniform -and Safety Committee - Jim Hughes, Chair-	 passed by a vote of 18 yes (Swall, Linehan, Schmidt,

- Jack Ballentine was added to the Retirement Com- man; Charles Tedrow, Roy Sullivan. 	 Parenti, Bruce, Tennant, Maloney, Grant, Doherty,

mittee for the purpose of effectuating this motion. 	 Sports Committee - Jack Minkel, Chairman; Joe 	 Wright, Collins, Ballentine, Nevin, Bell, Hebel,
Mollo.	 Rapagnani, Chignell, Barry).

COMMITTEE 
ASSIGNMENTS	

Community Services - Henry Friedlander, Chairman;	 M/Schmidt S/Rapagnani that Supervisor Nelder be

'	
Mary Petrie, Michael Mahoney, Bob Huegle, Ray contacted to determine if she needs help with the peti-

President Barry made Committee Assignments for Canepa, Willie- Frazier, Dave Allen, Gale Wright,	 tion campaign for the Fingerprint Compute and that all

Calendar Year 1982. The assignments are as follows: 	 Layne Amiot, Dave Herman.	 information about the petition campaign be obtained.

Blood Bank - 
Tom Vigo, Chairman; Jan McKay, Jay Overtime Committee - Theodore Schlink, Chairman; Approved by voice vote with Ballentine dissenting.

Holle Bill Welch Roy Sullivan, John Goldberg and Bob Swall Dan Linehan Mike Dempsey 	
M/Collins S/Chignell that this Association pick up the

Bob Mahoney

	

	
Building Maintenance - Gale Wright, Duane Collins. - round trip airfare for Officer Constance Louie for her

athletic competition in Philadelohia and Washington
Board of Supervisors - George Grant, Chairman; Jack
Ballentine Mike Nevin Rick Bruce	

Publications Committee - Duane Collins approved D C She is attempting to become a candidate for the

Civil Service - Jack Ballentine Chairman Pete unanimously by the Board of Directors Gale Wright

	

	
1984 Olympic Committee Motion was withdrawn to
be discussed by the Sports Committee.

Maloney, Mike Nevin. M/Wright S/Nevin that the approved unanimously bythe Board of Directors Dan
.	 .	 .	 .	 Meeting adjourned at 8:10 p.m. with the next

Civil Service Committee appointments be adopted. Linehan, approved unanimously by the Board of Direc--	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 meeting scheduled for noon on March 2, 1982.
They were approved by a voice vote with Chignell tors; Mike Dempsey, approved unanimously by the Respectfully submitted,
dissenting.	 Board of Directors; Gerry Schmidt, not approved by a 	 M h I S	 S
Grievance Committee - Paul Chignell, Chairman; vote of 6 yes (Bruce, Tennant, Ballentine, Nevin, Bell, 	

ic ae . e e, ecretaly

Dan Linehan Theodore Schhnk Duane Collins Al Hebel) and 10 no (Swall, Linehan Parenti Maloney
Casciato, Pete Maloney, Gerry Schmidt, Ron Parenti. 	 Grant, Doherty, Collins, Rapagnani, Chignell, - Barry)
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MAYOR'S
HANDGUN BAN

by Mike Hebel	 •The Board of Directors
voted to form a special

At its meeting of March committee to draft a posi-
4, 1982, the BOard of tion regarding Mayor
Directors discussed Mayor Feinstein's recent proposal
Feinstein's recent proposal banning handgun sales
banning handgun sales and possession in San
and possession in San Francisco. This committee
Francisco. There were shall report back to the
strong feelings on this Board at its meeting of
issue and particular con- March 16th with specific
cern that the mayor failed recommendations. Final
to seek POA input on this action on this issue will be
matter.	 -	 taken at that time.
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CRIMINAL'S JUSTICE
Informants: Reality Ruled Irrelevant

In 1964, the United States Supreme Court decided the case
of Massiah v. U.S. Massiah and an accomplice were arrested
for violating federal gambling laws, and shortly thereafter,
they were arraigned. At the arraignment they were
represented by lawyers, but they were nevertheless advised of
the charges against them and of certain constitutional rights
including the right against self-incrimination, and their rights
to an attorney.

The accomplice later decided to turn state's evidence and
cooperate with the federal agents. An arrangement was made
to have Massiah meet the accomplice in an automobile which
was wired for sound. Massiah made incriminatory
statements, all of which were monitored, and later used to
assist in his conviction.

Before I tell you what the United States Supreme Court
did, ask yourself, "If I had to determine Massiah's guilt or
innocence would I like to know what Massiah said? Were
Massiah's statements to his accomplice believable?" Keep in
mind, Massiah had no idea that the accomplice was working
undercover for the federal agents. In other words, is there any
reason to believe that Massiah's statements would not be
helpful in determining his guilt or innocence?

The United States Supreme Court ruled that because
Massiah was not warned of his right to an attorney, he did not
voluntarily give up his right to an attorney at the time he was
being questioned by the accomplice, and therefore, his
statements were excluded!

Why?
Is it reasonable to believe that Massiah's right to an at-

torney was being significantly deprived at the time he was
conducting what he thought was a personal conversation?

The United States Supreme Court stated that the Sixth
Amendment required that an individual has the right to an
attorney at all significant stages of the proceeding. The defen-
dant had been arraigned. This was a significant stage of the
proceeding. Therefore, he was entitled to have counsel pre-
sent at all significant stages thereafter. Being interrogated by
the accomplice was a significant stage and therefore, he was
entitled to have counsel present.

Did the drafters of the constitution really mean that a per-
sonal conversation between the defendant and an undercover
agent was a significant stage of the proceeding? That's
ridiculous! Is a personal conversation after a suspect has been
arraigned anymore of a significant stage of the proceeding
than the conversation which occurs before the suspect was ar-
raigned? Of course not! We can only conclude that the
Massiah case was founded on nonsense.

But the justices of the United States Supreme Court are not
dummies. Why did they require an attorney after a suspect

by Elliott E. Alhadeff
Editor, Law Enforcement Legal Reporter

L.A. County Deputy District Attorney

had been arraigned, unless the suspect expressly waived his
right to an attorney? Well, look at the effect this had on police
investigations. After the arraignment, the suspect must ex-
pressly waive his right to an attorney before being questioned.
The conversation between the agent and Massiah would
therefore look like this: The accomplice states to Massiah
"Do you know you have a right to an attorney?"

"What? What do you mean? What are you telling me that
for?" asks Massiah.

"Well, er, ah, I just thought you might want to know."

Massiah's response: "What are you, crazy? Sure I know I
have a right to an attorney."

"Well, do you give up your righ to an attorney?" asks the
accomplice.

At this point Massiah might jump out of the car and begin
running as fast as he could to get as far awayu from, what he
thought was, his trusted accomplice.

Obviously, the accomplice's cover vould be blown, and he
would be unable to acquire statements from the suspect. In
effect, therefore, the Massiah case obliterated the use of in-
formants after a suspect had been arraigned.

PROMOTE AND PROTECT YOURSELF
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But why? Because, apparently, there were some on the
Court who didn't - like the use of informants. Yes, it is true
that through the use of informants we may turn mother
against child, father agains son, brother against sister, wife
against husband, etc., etc., etc. But what kind of mother,
against what kind of child? What kind of father, against what
kind of son? What kind of brother, against what kind of
sister? And so on. These all involve people suspected of being
involved in crime. It is not the relationships of innocent
mothers, fathers, children, and others that the police seek to
use. It is the criminal relationship that is reasonably
suspected and sought to be detected and displayed before the
trier of fact to help their determination of guilt or innocence.
Somehow, this escaped the thinking of the members of the
Supreme Court, or if it did enter their thinking, it was con-
sidered to be of less significance than the danger created by
the use of informants.

But even if we agree with the United States Supreme Court,
that the use of informants may have an "adverse effect on
fundamental institutions of our country," is it really the duty
of the Court to eliminate the use of informants by its decision,
or is that something which should be left to the legislature?
Even if we agree that the legilature is impotent, was the use of
informants after arraignment of such critical significance,
and did they present sucha substantial danger to our institu-
tions that the Court was compelled to legislate them out of ex-
istence after a suspect's arraignment? Obviously, the answer -
isno.	 -

The illogic of this result is shown by the fact that we are still
permitted the use of informants before the suspect is arraign-
ed. And isn't this a masterful piece of judicial nonsense!
What difference does the arraignment make? What signifi-
cant difference does the arraignment make? Judicial
sophistry will explain its significance as the turning point of
the criminal proceeding from the investigatory to the ac-
cusatory. But so what? This is the kind of language that
lawyers will use to shield the Court's embarrassment for its in-
ability to justify its political philosophy, or to state honestly
that the basis for its decision is for personal philosophical
reasons, rather than for legitimate legal reasons.

And - so, a once effective technique of ferreting out
criminals, remains with one of its two legs shot from under it.
The basis of the decision, fear of destroying personal relation-
ships, has been proved to be unwarranted, and yet, the courts
turn their backs on reinstituting the use of informants after
arraignment because of its tradition of permitting the law to
propel itself, whether or not it has the beneficial effect on the
society it was created to serve.

and the legal profession seems to wonder why "it gets
no respect. .

LIU'S UNION
ENTERPRISES CO.

124 CLEMENT ST.
SAN FRANCISCO 94118
386-0870	 4

KOLOR KARDS
of

San Francisco Inc.
Business Cards

We do everything -
ALL YOU have to do is SMILE!

873-3930

- Lubey -
Construction Company

James M Lubey
General Contractor
license no. 402791

Remodeling and Room Additions

-	 Ron Homsher
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TERESA'S BUS STOP
Deli Restaurant

-	 BREAKFAST & LUNCH
DAILY 7A.M. - 5:30 P.M.

BURRITOS - PIROSHKI - HAMBURGERS
BBQ RIBS & CHICKEN (WEEKENDS ONLY)
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(AT 18TH)
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SAN FRANCISCO 94133
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SO. SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94080
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DA of the Month
Gerry 'Marathon Man" Norman

REBUTTAL
by John McKenna, Insp.
Gang Task Force

Editor:After a vote of team leaders and department heads in the
District Attorney's Office, Gerald Norman has been selected
the D.A. of the Month. Norman, 31, has been with the
District Attorney's Office since l979 He is presently a Senior
Attorney in the General Litigation Section where he has
brought to trial various robberies, assaults, burglaries, auto
thefts, and one child molestation case; Norman, has won 90%
of his cases in Superior Court and scored his more recent vie-
tory in People of the State of California vs. Philip Chan.

On October 11, 1981, Phillip Chan started a verbal dispute
with four tourists from the East Coast. The tourists were out-
side the Empress-of China Restaurant where they had just
finished dinner. After hailing a cab, the four visitors were
confronted by Phillip Chan and another unnamed individual.
This initial confrontation ended when the shocked tourists
entered the taxi and drove away. However, Chan and his
associate returned to their car, removed a sawed-off shotgun
from the trunk and proceeded to follow the tourists' cab. The
driver of Chan's vehicle chased the taxi to the hotel where the
out-of-town visitors were staying. During the chase the driver
of Chan's vehicle bumped the rear of the taxicab several
times.	 -

When the taxi arrived at the hotel, Chan took the shotgun
out of the car, ran up to one of the male tourists and repeated-
lysmashed thefront barrel against his eyes and then hit the
victim's wife in the stomach with the gun. The victim still suf-
fers-from double vision and may have permanent injury.

Witnesses at the scene obtained the license number of the
defendant's vehicle which led police to Philip Chan. The two
assault victims, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cachen, subsequently
identified Chan, but not the driver of the vehicle.

The owner of the car, the defendant's sister, would not
discuss the case with either the police or the prosecutor on the
advice of her attorney. It -was therefore impossible to pin the
witness down on who she had loaned the car to on the night of
the assault.

Before the trial, the attorney representing the defendant's
sister told Mr. Norman that the defendant had a secret
witness who had been the driver of the vehicle and that he
would come forward to testify if given a grant of immunity.
The attorney claimed that this secret witness would name the
"true culprit". However, Prosecutor Norman and Inspector
Torn Arnold-of the General Work Detail, and Inspectors Dan
Foley and Leon Crouere of the Gang Task Force all believe
that the correct person had been arrested.

At trial, the defendant called the alleged driver of the vehi-
cle. The witness refused to testify and Mr. Norman held firm
in his decision not to move the Court for a grant of immunity.
The defendant then called several alibi witnesses who testified
that Chan had spent the night of the assault at home with his
sister. These witnesses further testified that the defendant's
sister had lent the car to Johnson Wong that night, and that
Wong had assaulted the tourists.

Inspectors Dan Foley and Leon Crouere were able to come
up with information showing that Johnson Wong had been
somewhere else on the night of the assault. Norman destroyed
the defense witnesses with vigorous cross-examination and the
evidence produced by Foley and Crouere.

The jury found Chan guilty of all counts, which included
two counts of 245a and -allegations of great bodily injury and
guit use. Norman expects that the judge will sentence Chan to
a lengthy state prison sentence. 	 -

-SIERRA POINT
LUMBER and

PLYWOOD CO! -
601 TUNNEL AVENUE

BRISBANE 94005
468-5620 -	 -

Sierra Point Lumber and Plywood Co. is
your local supplier of a complete line of
lumber, building supplies, bui(der's hard-
ware and tools.

Doug Galten has long been considered
by many to be the ieading dealer in lumber
and building materials in the area.

Sierra Point Lumber offers a complete -
"One Stop Building Supply Service". You'll
find here most anything you could need for
remodeling, additions, or new construction.
Their policy has always been to supply the
highest grades of lumber and building
materials, at reasonable prices. Contrac-
tors, and the public in general, have learn-
ed that whatever they need in the way of
lumber, building supplies and accessories
can be obtainedhere.

Al City employees are extended a per-
sonal invitation to stop here when lumber,
building supplies, etc. are needed.

Gerry Norman observed that "without the close coopera-
tion and hard work of Inspectors Arnold, Crouere, and
especially Dan Foley, our evidence and preparation would
have been much weaker. The inspectors solved the case."

On February 25, 1982, the victims, Joseph and Jacquelinc
Cashen, wrote the District Attorney's office and commented,
"Following the arrest of the assailant, the case was assigned
to your office. From that time on your office made every pro-
vision for me to-leave my practice and return to San Francisco
to testify. The two prosecutors, Stewart Jankowitz and Gerry
Norman, did an excellent job of representing the State in see-
ing that justice prevailed. Without the help of your office and
Sergeant Dan Foley of the Gang Task Force,- I do not think
we would ever have returned to San Francisco. My wife and I
are very impressed with your office and the California court
system. Thank you for all the help and support."

Mr. Norman was born in San Francisco and is a graduate
of Woodrow Wilson High School and the University of San
Francisco. He received his juris doctor degree- from the
University of San Francisco Law School in 1975.

After passing the bar, he practiced law in Sacramento for
three years as legal counsel to the Department of Social Ser-
vices, State of California, where he prosecuted fraud. He
joined the San Francisco District Attorney's Office three years
ago.	 -

Gerry lives in San Francisco with his wife, Marilyn, who
works for Standard Oil of California. Norman has recently
taken up running and entered his first marathon race in
December. He has been known since then as the "Marathon
Man" to his associates in the District Attorney's Office.
Those who have watched him in action in the courtroom agree
that the nickname will stick for attributes other than his run-
ning ability.

AiLD
POLICE OFFICERS DISCOUNT
ON THE FOLLOWING RIVERS:

American	 Klamath
Colorado	 Arkansas

	

Main Salmon	 Roaring Fork
For free color catalog and/or reservations
information call TOLL FREE (800) 453-1482

or write	 -
SIERRA WESTERN RIVERUIDES

P.O Box 7129 University Station
Provo, Utah 84602

Send a free color catalog to
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In the recent POA newspaper of February on Page
17, there appeared an artic1e extolling the virtues of
Assistant District Attorney John Carbone.

True, Mr. Carbone has not only in this case, David
Baca, but in many others, both in the present and past
administrations, commendably excelled in his profes-
sion.

The irritant in the article, however, is the corny and
shallow sniping extended by the author (whoever that
may be) towards former prosecutors. It is clear to the
undersigned that problems did exist and that petty dif-
ferences are again surfacing.

It fails to serve the membership of this department to
allow a publication of our Association to be used as a
political organ for self-serving users.

Expressions such as "chicken littles", "hammer",
etc. make the article sound like a high school
newspaper extolling the team prior to the Friday Night
big game.

Rest assured that the two former prosecutors not
named in the article, but well-known to many inspec- -
tors, were and are true professionals. For a number of
years they handled many difficult cases. They were
always available for consultation and clearly were the
topoftheline.	 -	 -

Further the article pays little heed to the efforts of In- -
spectors McCoy and Crowley who, in fact, were the
solvers and preparers of the case for presentation to the
courts. They, in fact, as well as the original prosecutor
did converse with Officer Barbero on several occasions.

There were no "miracle workers" invovled, rather
the problems ev6lved around a recalcitrant juror. All of
us involved in- investigations have suffered through
trials where, for some whim or another, a juror or
jurors have difficulty in arriving at a verdict. -	-	 -

Finally, we find that these articles do not serve the
department well morale wise when written in this vein.
An article of this nature can only be considered
shallow, contrived and insulting. 	 -

Editor or To Whom it May Concern:

The enclosed material is a rebuttal to certain statements
made in the POA newspaper article appearing on Page 17 of
the February issue. The article, is in reference to the District
Attorney of the Month. 	 -

The below named members of the Bureau of Inspectors and
other units request that the enclosed letter be published and
that the members names who endorse the letter be contained
in the article.	 -

Thanking you for your consideration we are:

-	 Cal NuttingJohn McKenna	
- George Huegle	 D.J. PhilpottGary Pisciotto	
Bert Olson	 R. Symington

Michael Jefferies James J. Hampton Gary Lemos
Michael Trueman - Robert McAllister Kevin J. O'Connor
Morgan Peterson - James Bergstrom John E. Willett -
Edmund Paasche Robert Sheperd Richard E. LeonJesse Brown	

Eugene Fogarty Eugene M. MurphyMarshall Wong	
Chris Sullivan	 Wm. J. MarwegFred Mollat	 Bob Huegle	 Michael J; MullaneTimothy Simmons Pat Simmons
	 Marvin DeanRichard Gamble	

John Sterling	 Frank J. FalzonLouis Ligouri	
Paul Morse	 Carl KlotzDavid Kellogg	 Mario Benassini Frank McCoyJerry McCarthy	
Karl Richmond James CrowleyJames Deasey	 Bill Gilbert	 Ron SchneiderLeon Crouere	 Sal Ragona	 Jeff BroschDaniel Foley	 Thomas Vigo	 Ed ErdlatzBarry Johnson	 Jim Higgins	 Herman ClarkEdwin Kenney	 Jack Wydler	 Ora GuintherIsiah Nelson	 Inocente Cisneros Michael L. ByrneRobert Hulsey	 Robert Checchi 	 Gino Marionetti

Larry Pedrodelesol Joseph J. Goyton Lawrence Gray Sr.Tom Perdue	 Dave Bowman, 	 Michael P. WilcoxJohn Caulfield	 Mike Dower	 Gabe HarpThomas J. Dickson

Editor's Note:

My information is that a Ms. Julie Smith was hired by the
D.A. 's office some months ago to write such articles as "The
D.A. of the Month". However, she left before completing the
article on Mr. Carbone last month and apparently Mr. Jacob-
son finished (or re-wrote) it. Apparently Mr. Jacobson also
penned this month's article on Mr. Norman.

Furthermore, it was never my idea to have such a column in
this newspaper but rather President Bob Barry approved the
idea and directed that the articles be printed. I was never con-
sulted.
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TRACK
AAA-WCAL RELAYS.The 10th Annual San Fran-

cisco PAL High School Relays is scheduled for Satur-
day March 20, 1982 at McAteer High School, 555 Por-
tola Drive, San Francisco at 9 a.m. Trophies and T-
shirts will be awarded to all participants. The three
categories are: Boys Frosh-Soph, Boys Varsity and
Girls Varsity. Teams from AAA and WCAL high
schools will be competing in team relay competition.
The public is cordially invited.

BOXING
PAL Boxing Coach Bill Mateo reports that the PAL

Boxing Program is continuing at the old National
Guard Armory located at 14th and Mission Streets.
The Gym is open daily from 3:30 p.m. to 7p.m., Mon-
days through Fridays. Any boys between the ages of 10
through 21 years interested in boxing are to call PAL
Headquarters (567-3215) for signups In addition to
monthly shows beginning in May, the boxers will be
eligible to compete in other boxing shows throughout
California. Coach Mateo also reports that Ricky Uzzel,
139 lbs., will be competing for the regional finals of the
Golden Gloves in Las Vegas this month. If he wins, he
will be competing for the national title .in June. Uzzel,
the San Francisco PAL Boxer of the Year the past two
years, is a straight A student. Coach Mateo will , be
leading a contingent of San Francisco PAL Boxer to
Castroville, CA later this month. They are: Henry Mar-
tinez 60 lbs., Paris Gomez 130 lbs., Abel Santana 147
lbs., David Pastora 139 lbs., Victor Leon 125 lbs., and
Ricky Uzzel 135 lbs. Good luck to our boxers. We will
be reporting the results in the next issue.

16 year-old PAL Boxer Ricky Uzzel striking up a pose
during workouts at the PAL Boxing Gym. Ricky is curL
rently the National Junior Olympic Boxing Champion,
139 lbs. class. Ricky recently won the PAL Boxer of the
Year honors and PAL Athlete Scholar. Ricky is a
Straight A Student.

THE OLD CLAM HOUSE:

FOUNDED DEC. 12, 1861

299 Bayshore Blvd.
San Francisco 94124

-	 826-4880

CAL PAL SEMINAR
The 11th Annual CAL-PAL Training Seminar was

held at the Holiday Inn in Santa Cruz on February 19th
and 20th. The Seminar was attended by nineteen (19)
representative police departments throughout Califor-
nia -with over 80 delegates. Workshops and presenta-
tions were conducted for 18 major sports and activities.
The President of the California Police Activities League
(CAL-PAL) Lt. Stephen B. Spelman (SFPD Retired),
termed the Seminar a big success. A vendors faire was
held with eight companies represented who displayed
their ware and equipment for those present. John Di-
neen, Chief of Police of the Millbrae Police Depart-
ment, was the guest speaker at the luncheon and
former Chief of the San Francisco Police Department
Thomas J. Cahill was the main speaker during the din-
ner. The information exchanged was invaluable to both
an established PAL and a police department con-
templating one.

The J:inet in D"q Cleaning

SRIK QUALITY CLEANING
FORMERLY EXCLUSIVE CLEANERS

2429 CALtF'ORNIA STREET
NEXT TO O.FI.

PHON8
346-O6

HOUSTON WONG .	 346-0324

LEES SUPER-SHELL
TIRES- BATTERIES
TUNEUP-BRAKES..

4298 MISSION ST. (MISSION& SILVER)
SAN FRANCISCO 94112

334-8183

SERVICE IS OUR BUSINESS

Tel 776-6727	 Area Code 415

FISHERMAN'S WHARF
SEAFOODS, INC.

LIVE MAIN ELOBSTER AND.
CHERRYSTONE CLAMS

FLOWN IN DAILY	 -
FISHERMAN'S WHARF

-. PIER 47- Foot of Jones St.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133

Above is the winner of the
PAL Sgt. Pete Gardner
Soccer Award, Robin
Praeger of St. Ignatius.
Robin is a 4.0 student and
hopes to attend the
University of California
Berkeley.

SOCCER
The winner of the PAL Soccer Sgt. Pete Gardner

Award for 1981 is a personable gentleman by the name
of Robin Praeger, a senior at St. Ignatius Prep School.
Robin has participated in Soccer at St. Ignatius for the
past four years. As a Freshman he was a member of the
Frosh/Soph League. As a Sophomore he played on the
Junior Varsity Team where he was named an all-league
player. For the past two years Robin has been a starter
and mainstay on the St. Ignatius Varsity Soccer Team.
Last year he was selected to the first team all league and
was a key member of the WCAL Champions. This year
Robin was again selected to the first team all league,
and a -contributing factor for St. Ignatius finishing
third place in the Central Coast Sectional Champsion-
ship. Because of his outstanding play, he was selected
to the Central Coast Section All Tournament Team.
Robin was voted in -as the Team Captain and Most
Valuable Player by his teammates. Robin was also a
member of the 1980 PAL 19 under Champions and a
member of the PAL 19 under Co-Champions for 1981.
Robin maintaIns a 4.0 grade point average in spite of
all his extracurricular activities, and plans on attending
the University of California in Berkeley next fall. Robin
also is busy in other endeavors. He is a member of the
SI Block-Club, a class officer,, and -a member of Big
Brothers. He is a member of tile Boy Scouts of America
and recently completed his - requirements for Eagle
Scout, the highest award in scouting. Robin is an
outstanding young man, states his soccer coach Rob
Hickox. "Robin-has a lot to give and a great deal to of-
fer. He is a true leader both on and off the field, and is
an excellent selection for the PAL Soccer Most
Valuable Player Award".

/JZ4	 MIR TRAVEL SERVICE -
Member of the Dimes Group

MIR	 2300 LEGHORN STREET
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94043

TEL. (415) 856-3800

RU55HI '82-bAW
ENFOREEMENT
PER5ONNEI.11

Specially designed, all inclusive tour*, for law en-
forcement related personnel featuring a "Law En-
forceme1t Seminar on Soviet Crime Prevention
Methods", plus the delight of getting away and en-
joying -the unique historical, - architectural and
cultural traditions of Leningrad and Moscow. Depart
SF Airport on May 8, 1982, return May 22. Contact
MIR Travel ServIce (415) 856-3800 for details.

Former SFPD Chief Thomas J. Cahill (center, glasses). surrounded by the San Fran-
cisco PAL Contingent at the recently concluded CAL PAL Seminar in Santa Cruz.
(left to right) Sgt. Jim Meyer (Co. C), Sgt. Tom Morris (Retired), Lt. Steve Spelman
(Retired), Sgt. Bill Leet (Co. F), Mrs. Tom Cahill, Mrs. Thelma Williams, Lt. Mario
Tovani (Co. E), Mrs. Tovani, and Sgt. Herb Lee (PAL). Chief Cahill was the main
speaker at the CAL PAL Seminar.
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SOCCER	 PAL BOY AND GIRL
Soccer signups are continuing at a rapid pace for the 	 OF THE YEAR AWARDS

PAL Soccer season. Pacifica will be sending in a record
30 teams (each team consists of about 15 members.) The PAL Girl of the Year for 1981 Selection Commit-
PAL Soccer Director Guy Milano is looking forward to tee has chosen Sabrina Allen to be its choice. The PAL
another good year. The season will begin April 17, Boy of the Year Award goes to Kevin Mack. Both will
1982. A complete schedule will be published in next be honored at the annual PAL Boy and Girl of the year
months issue.	 Awards Dinner on Thursday March 25, 1982 at the

Italian American Social Hall, 25 Russia Street at 6
p.m. In addition, both winners will appear in Mayor

PEE WEE BASEBALL	 Dianne Feinstein's Office that morning at 10 a.m.
AlthoughPee Wee Baseball signups are over, the where the mayor will officially confer the honors. (See

feim nbiv hpainv hgrthr	 PAl p w.	 belowlistforotherwinners.)

PAL Cadet Sgts. Lynn Tracey and Lorraine Perez en-
joying a respite while performing voluntary work at the
PAL Headquarters

HUNTER/SAFETY COURSE
The PAL Hunter Safety Course will convene on Mon-
day, March 29 and Wednesday, March 31 from 6 p.m.
to 10p.m. at PAL Headquarters located at 2475 Green-
wich Street. All interested students must call PAL
Headquarters (567-3215) for signups. -

CR0 WLEY

-MOVING,& STORAGE
Lic.&Ins.

CLOSET OR FULL HOUSE
-	 Offices & Stores
_24 Hrs. Service - Free Est. 	 -

p22-4596, if no answer 922-5244
-	 Same Rate Anytime

SYUFY ENTERPRISES
150 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE

SAN FRANCISCO 94102
- 441-3900	 -

Director Mrs. Thelma Williams can probably place
anyone between the ages of 7 through 10 on a team.
Call PAL Headquarters (567-3215) for signups. This
program stresses beginning baseball with adults pit-
ching. The emphasis is for EVERYONE to "batter

BASEBALL
PAL Bantam Baseball (11 to 12 years) and PAL In-

termediate Baseball (13 to 14 years) signups will be held
in May. Anyone interested in playing baseball please
call PAL Headquarters the first week in April for
signups (567-3215).	 -	 -

The 1981 PAL Sgt. Pete Gardner Soccer Award Winner
Robin Praeger flanked by (left) SI Soccer Coach Rob
Hickox and Father Capiito, SI Soccer Coordinator.

INCOME TAX PREPARATION
EFFICIENT • ACCURATE • REASONABLE 	 -

-	 fine ants	 -
bookkeeping & tax service -

3502- 24th Street, S.F.	 648-0460

- OTHER WINNERS
All winners will receive their trophies at the 21st An-

nual PAL Boy and Girl of the Year Awards Dinner.
Ms. Terry Lowry of KGO-TV will be the Mistress of
Ceremonies.

Herb Lee Fishing Award
Outstanding Fishing Award	 Sean Keighran

Nate Posner Award
Pistol Marksmanship	 Randy Williams

Doris Lee Memorial Award
PAL-GAL Softball MVP	 Frances Hughston

Jack Immendorf Award
- Outstanding Track & Field Athlete Maurice Crumby

Thelma Williams/Vera Roguisky Award
PAL-GAL Basketball MVP	 Sabrina Allen

Judge Bernard Glickfeld Award -
Outstanding Little Person-Basketball 	 Dorothy St.

Thomas

Hank Luisetti Basketball Award
Most Valuable Player	 Terrence A Muffins

Sgt. Peter Gardner Award -	 -
Soccer MVP	 Robin Praeger

Insp. Earl Gonsolin Award 	 -
Outstanding Boxer-Sr. Division	 Ricky Uzzel

Les Craig Memorial Award	 -
Outstanding Boxer-Jr. Division	 Michael Ford

Joe Mollo YU-TU-SEI Award
Outstanding Female Judo Student 	 Debbie Coleman

Joe Mollo YU-TU-SEI Award
Outstanding Male Judo Student 	 Kevin Moore

Bill Gilmore Football Award 	 -
MVP-Midget Division	 Anthony Hines

Bill Kwartz Memorial Award	 - -
Outstanding FoOtball Lineman	 Ronondo Cooper

Pete Franceschi Award
MVP Bantam Baseball League 	 Derrick W. Yearby

Ken Batiloro Award
MVP Northern Baseball League

	 Joe Chevez

Connie Grieder Award
Central League-Sportsmanship	 Randy Chavez

Frank "Lefty" O'Doul Memorial Award
Outstanding Player-CAL-PAL League 	 Steve

Maunakea

Ed McCarthy Memorial Award
Outstanding JDM Pitcher 	 Mark Breining

Joe DiMaggio Award
Most Valuable Player 	 Al Mack

Valor Award	 -	 John Newm'an

Sgt. McDonnell, Off. Brodnick/Radetich
Outstanding Law Enforcement Cadet	 Troy Danger-

field

I

Roscoe's Detail
He Specializes in

-
 - * Polishing & Detail

	 * Upholstery
*Top Dying	 *Car Wash

(ALL WORK IS DONE BY HAND)

-	 ALSO POLYGLYCOAT

ALSO BLUE CORAL WAXES
1360 Eddy Street	 Phone

- San Francisco 94115	 346-8792

- Sen. Eugene McAteer
Sportsmanship Award

- Capt. August Steffen Memorial Award
Athlete Scholar

Sean Keighran

Ricky Uzzel



RACHA CAFE'
"BEST IN THAI FOOD"
807 ELLIS STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 94109
885-0725

621-9640

336 HAYES
SAN FRANCISCO 94102

TIC lOCK

DRIVE IN

1000-3RD ST.
	 982-7955

5411- 3RD ST.
	 822-4880

"FIVE HAPPINESS
RESTAURANT
	

KOW SAM RESTAURANT

309 CLEMENT ST.	 387-1734
4142 GEARY BLVD.	 3872666

FOR FAST SERVICE CALL 771-2739
OPEN MON. THRU FRI. 6:30A.M. TO 8:30 P.M.

SAT. 7:30 A.M. TO 2P.M.
Double K Restaurant

CHINESE & AMERICAN FOOD TO GO
434 LARKIN, SAN FRANCISCO

801 BROADWAY
SAN FRANCISCO 94133

TOMMY'S RESTAURANT
Authentic Mexican Food & Cocktails

"Margaritas our Specialty"
5929 GEARY BOULEVARD

SAN RANCISCO 94121
387-4747

781-6640

Caffe Italia
- g aLiapz ,yli andwicIt

708 VALLEJO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
PHONE 362-9315

LA CASA CINCO

Mexican Restaurant

3606 San Bruno Ave.
San Francisco 94134 467-6511

NAM YUEN RESTAURANT

740 WASHINGTON STREET 	 781-56361
SAN FRANCISCO 94108	 781-56*

Open 11 a.m.-1 a.m.

ORIGINAL SAPPORO-YA
HOME MADE RAMEN • GYOZA

TEPPAN-YAKI • JAPANESE FOOD
Japan Center
1581 Webster St., No. 202
San Francisco 94115 	 (415) 563-7400
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Restaurants ft Cafes

MANDARIN

OPERA

RESTA URANT

FOOD CENTER HOFF-BRAU--B.B.Q.

945 Market Street, San Francisco 94103 • 543-3742
1050 Market Street, San Francisco 94102 • 552-0881
1048 Market Street, San FrancIsco 94102 • 552-0881

•THE SOUTHERN SANDWICH

AND LOAF HOUSE
BAR-B-QUE - LOUISIANA FISH

SUPER HAMBURGERS
PHONE: 567-0498

2606 SUTrER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

TON KIANG RESTAURANT
5827 Geary Blvd.

683 Broadway St. 	 (Bet. 22nd & 23rd Ave.)
San Francisco 94133	 San Francisco 94121
Tel: (415) 421-2015	 Tel: (415) 387-8273

CHINESE HAKKA CUISINE

KENNY'S RESTAURANT
CHINESE AMERICAN FOOD

ORDER TOTAKE OUT

518 SO. VAN NESS AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO	 PHONE 620-8901

CHA-GlO
VIETNAMESE RESTAURANT

2732 - 24th Street
Bet. Potrero & Hampshire

San Francisco 94110
824-6059

NEWJACKSON CAFE I

640 Jackson, San Francisco 94133
986-9717

- LUNCH & DINNER
OPEN 11:00A.M. TO 9:30 P.M.

YOUNG'S CAFE 601 KEARNY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94108

TEL. 397-3455

BREAKFAST IN BED

2053 DIVISADERO
SAN FRANCISCO 94112

386-7888

CHA-YA GALLERY RESTAURANT

323 GRANT AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO 94108

781-6730

I

BOB HUM'S
RESTAURANT	 LUNCH • DINNER

CHINESE CUISINE	 BEER • WINE
3258 SCOTT STREET

TEL: 922-0270 '	 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94123

KIM MAI RESTAURANT

1555 CLEMENT
SAN FRANCISCO 94118

221-1881

EM MY'S CAFE

700 MONTEREY BLVD.
SAN FRANCISCO 94127

585-9880

Japanese
Restau rant

_KINOK4WA

FUKTJSUKE'

Japanese Restaurant

3854 Geary Blvd.	 Phone: 386-6077
San Francisco 94118	 Mondays

ANGELO'S RESTAURANT

Italian Food - Lunches Only

l99DeHaro
San Francisco 94103 	 621-9865

AMERICAN TRANSMISSION I
	

JONES TOWING

SERVICE
	

SERVICE

Automatic Transmission Specialist
	 EMERGENCY ROAD SERVICE

Open8a.m. to8p.m.	 RADIO DISPATCHED TRUCKS

3084-17th Street
San Francisco

552-2080

Pete Salazar

872 El Camino Real
So. San Francisco

873-8033

25% OFFANY REPAIR WORK WITH THIS AD

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC REPAIRS

469 EDDY
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

	
775-9272



GUY FF?ANCOZ

2515 MIssion Street
San Francisco 94110
	 826-7070

Ines Echeverria, Mission Manager

I MSCELLANOUS

DAVID WOHLMUTH & ASSOCIATES
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE

BUS. (415) 661-2271 	 1729 TARAVAL STREETRES. (415) 564-3011	 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94116

ROGER A. WISKEMAN AGENCY
Farmers Insurance Group

Auto • Fire • Life • Truck • Commercial
1238-9TH AVENUE	 665-3400
SAN FRANCISCO 94122	 .	 665-3515

MAN FUNG CHINA TRADING CO.

1301 STOCKTON -
SAN FRANCISCO 94133

433-8678

THE PROPHET

BAR
BROAD SELECTIONLUNCHEON 11-2	 BRANDIES, SCOTCH& RUM

3358 ARMY STREET
BETWEEN SO. VAN NESS

& MISSION
285-4588

ALFRED DUNHILL

OF LONDON, INC.

UNION SQUARE
290 POST STREET

AT STOCKTON
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94108

415-781-3368
CHARLES N. WOODRUFF

MANAGER -

When in Jail and You Need BAIL;

Phone

AL	 MArket

GRAF	 1-7901 -

The Bondsman with a Heart
859 Bryant Street, San Francisco

AL GRAF BAIL BOND • FORMERLY KEN TILL . S

IRON WOOD

CAFE
901 COLE
STREET

SAN
FRANCISCO

664-0224

_____

__ fl I	 : C!	
• SRWFRANCISCO tc'i142

itaSu IW.LL (ukWJtLSUi
111t.Ji'it.]WiI1'U'M44 -

BENNETT AUTOMOTIVE
Foreign and Domestic Cars

411 Valencia
San Francisco, CA 94103	 863-1769

OAKHILL MARKET

397 OAK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94102 	 861-2318

FOGHORN

1592 MARKET
SAN FRANCISCO	 662-6070

DEU	 • PHARMACY -
	 TRAVEL	 I

PANAMERICANA TRAVEL SYSTEM

FAST FOOD DELI
494 Eddy St San Francisco, CA 94109

(415) 441-5265

JEWELERS

OVERSEAS TRADING COMPANY
SHYN ASSOCIATES, LTD.

CLOISONNE, ANTIQUES, ARTS & CRAFTS
ONE OFAKINDJEWELRY -

DIRECTLY IMPORTED FROM CHINA
THE SHOWPLACE
2 KANSAS ST. M-12 SAN FRANCISCO 94103 	431-2158

CIVIC CENTER PHARMACY

1198 Market St.
San Francisco 94102

626-8080

RE. ALTY & RENTALS

Soles - Trades - Rentals - M [S - Nofas'q

MARX REAL ESTATE
-	 1099 IRVING STREET

SAN FRANCIScO. CALIF. 94122 	 -
Bus. 664-6760	 •.	 RES. 69I-344

BUY TWICE THE TOOLS
ATHALFTHE PRICE
BUY SECONDHAND!
WE'VE GOT THE LARGEST
SELECTION IN THE BAY AREA!

* * *

	

d*	 •'.•I
Need a large tool for a 	 -
one-time job?	 4
Rentit—we'vegotahUge Mi.- -
rental department	 fi'• ii.

4352 Mission Street

	

1 1/2 blocks south of Silver	 - -
S.F. 469-0333

t1/ TOOLS°1
II -	 i&i;ii".''i	

vI,..

Rentals Mon-Sat, 5 Secondhand Tools

LA MASCOTA
BAKERY

3254 - 23RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

647-7488

PASS TIME
Opposite Ocean Avenue

4663 Mission
San Francisco	 333-0255

- FRANKLIN'S

CHINESE & AMERICAN FOOD

LUNCH - COCKTAILS

2368 - 3RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107

AT 5-2175

a&AURANT

SPECIALIZING IN CONTINENTAL CUISINE
215 West Portal Ave	 Telephone
San Francisco, Ca. 94127	 (415) 566.5700

COME & SEE OUR BEAUTIFUL DINING ROOM

Little Joe's

Pizza Restañrant
WIGS SELECTION OF ITALIAN DINNERS

5006 MISSION ST
CITY WIbE DEL.JVBRY	 A'I ITALY
333-3684	 SAN FRANCISCO

Joe's #2
5999 Mission, a

BELL EVUE
HOTEL

MICHAEL HENDEL
GENERAL MANAGER

BANQUETS AND
OEARY AND TAYLOR STREETS 	 MEETiNGS FOR

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94102 	 FIVE TO FIVE HUNDRED
(415) 474-3600	 24 HOUR DINING ROOM

V.	- -	 - =MONDAINE 'S LIQUORS
DELICATESSEN

'Liquor - * Beer * Wine

I	 Phone:346:3226	 1758 fillmore s&
IYour headquarters for all your liquor needs. Quality liquors

I
at discount prices. When you deal with Mondaines you prove for
yourself that their reputation for fairness and honesty is well
deserved.

'

So visit all the good friends at Mondaine's Liquors.
- __-

I.,
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SAN FRANCISCOPOLICE DEPARTMENT

YOUTH PROGRAM
by Walt Scott and Tim Foley

By the time the dust had settled from our last
backpacking trip, it was time to hit the trail again with
our most challenging and dramatic backpacking trip
yet. Led by Officers Bob Bohanan, Rick Bruce and
Dave Maron, and staff members of the Recreation
Center for the Handicapped, a group of approximately
30 disabled youth embarked on a three-day backpack-
ing trip to Andrew Molera State Beach at Big Sur.

These eager and enthusiastic backpackers assembled
early one morning at the Recreation Center for the
Handicapped across from Lake Merced. They were
greeted by the officers and Recreation Center staff and
thenoutfitted for their outdoor adventure. A film crew
from Channel 4 was on hand to film the beginning of
our trip. After we all packed and played a few introduc-
tory games, we loaded up and hit the trial towards Big
Sur.

The Andrew Molera State Beach is a beautiful and
picturesque wildlife preserve ap5roximately 20 miles
south of Carmel on Highway 1. The drive was long but
well worth the effort once we saw the scenic beauty of
the densely wooded hills and the jagged rocky cliffs
gently coming together at the shoreline. Once the
vehicles were unloaded, our energetic band of
backpackers donned their packs and we were off.

A State Park Ranger accompanied our group to our
campsite and talked about the various plant and
wildlife in the area, pointing out specific species as we
walked. The trail to the campground provided some
unexpected and challenging obstacles as we hiked. Due
to the tremendous rain storms that hit our area this
winter, many parts of the trail had been washed away,
and replaced by streams of cascading water. Momen-
tarily stopped by the eroded trail, a plan was devised
and we began crossing the damaged section of the trail.
Aided by the able bodied staff, the disabled youth had
no problems making the crossing, doing much of it on
their own. Filled with the confidence just received of
meeting and overcoming a challenging obstacle, we
carried on and arrived at our campsite by mid-
afternoon.

The area we chose for camp was a lush meadow ap-
proximately a quarter of a mile from the beach. We
began setting up camp and pitching our tents almost as

soon as our packs hit the ground. Everyone helped out
and soon the tents were set and the campsite took on
the appearance of a colorful mid-eastern bazaar. The
remainder of the day was spent playing catch, throwing
Frisbees, and just relaxing from our hike in. After din-

energetic voice. As the campfire mellowed to a glow,
most headed for bed, filled with a full day of activities.

The next day we were greeted by a bright crisp
spring-like morning and the promise of another great
day. After a few exciting and fun "new games" our
band of backpackers embarked to explore the tide
pools and beach just a quarter of a mile away. The trail
to the beach was marred in much the same manner as
the trail we hiked the first day to camp. However, we
barely lost stride as the confidence and experience from
the first day carried us through the rough parts of the
trail.

As the wooded trail opened up to the secluded beach,
one last obstacle blocked our path. A rain swollen
creek emptying into the ocean needed to be crossed
before we could explore the beach. Many people waded
across the two to three foot deep stream but some need-
ed to be carried across by the officers and staff. After
everyone had crossed the stream, a day of exploring tide
pools, beach games and sun bathing was enjoyed by all.
After this enjoyable day, a great dinner and warm
campfire was appreciated by all. Once again the even-
ing's campfire activities were filled with songs, stories
and merriment. It was evident at this point that a good
rapport had developed between the disabled youth and
the officers as several joyful conversations were carried
on around the campfire.

The final day not only brought to a close our
wilderness adventure but also an end to our beautiful
weather. Before our hearty group of backpackers had a
chance to get wet, camp was broken, packs loaded and
the long journey home begun.

Although the trip was over and everyone went their
separate ways, the warm memory of a truly extraor-
dinary experience will linger on. The high spirits and
the joyful enthusiasm displayed by the disabled youth
during our trip gave us, the officers, uplifted feelings
about our own lives. When we saw how positively and
energetically these young people cope with disabilities
they have to live with and can do nothing about, it was
an inspiration to us all. The San Francisco Police
Department Youth Program thanks the staff and par-
ticipants from the . Recreation Center for the Handicap-
ped for making this trip a most enjoyable and rewar-
ding experience.

TAMONY'S
UNIFORMS

of San Francisco
DONNA MARIE PEROTTI

• OWNER

333 - 9th STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
PHONE (415) 863-8119

ncr, a roaring campfire was built and the remainder of
the evening was filled with campfire activities. Officer
Rick Bruce told several spine chilling ghost stories,
after which Officer Bob Bohanan helped lead a night
hike to an Oldghost house as the State Ranger told of
its "legend". The ghost stories were greatly enhanced
by the natural setting of silence, darkness and a full
moon shrouded in a light mist. Officer Dave Maron ad-
ded his own enthusiasm to the evening's activities by
spearheading campfire songs with his deep and

Cafe
Jacqueline

Souffles our specialty

1454 Grant Avenue
San Francisco	 981-5565

FRESH COOKED DAILY
• CHICKEN

• SHORT RIBS • SPARERIBS
COOKED TURKEYS ON ORDER

FRESH SEA FOODDAILY
Select	 Fresh	 Fresh

Cheeses b	 Salads	 Killed
Cold Cuts	 Daily .	 Poultr

COLLIER
BARBEQUE PIT

1516 OCEAN
SAN FRANCISCO 94112

585-6568
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SPORTS _H

NORTHERN CAPTURES
SFPOA BASKETBALL

CROWN
by Bob Puts

Northern Sation, behind a 29 point performance by
Kurt Bruneman (League MVP) and a solid team effort,
defeated the Tac Division 58 to 51 in the champion-
ship game. The Tac Division, who played. without
center Dale Allen, attempted to double-team
Bruneman; but the fine outside shooting of Bobby
Porter, Ben Vigil, and Bill Pyne proved too powerful to
overlook. Bob Puts (21 points) and Jerry Donovan (16
points) led the Tac Division in a valiant but losing ef-
fort.

The playoff scene started with the Tac Division
knocking off Narcotics 71 to 64. Tac Division started a
large front-line, of Tedrow (6-5), Allen (6-4), and
Donovan (6-4) in overshadowing a 47 point per-
formance by Kevin Gotchet (24 points) and Jeff Barker
(23 points). The next playoff game was a thrilling 87 to
76 Airport win over Central Station. Jerry Calgaro's 29
points and a cominbed 28 points by Ed and Tony

• Rodriguez was not enough, as the Airport's. Fred
Spencer, Rich Agard, and Mike Scott combined for 72
points. The entire game seemed to have been decided
on a. controversial walking, called on Jim Deignan with
less than two minutes remaining and Airport up by two
points.

Northern Station started their move toward the
crown with a hard fought 69 to 66 win over CHP. Again
Northern relied on Kurt "Franchise" Bruneman's 24
points and Bobby Porter's 15 pOints for the victory.
Bruneman was again called upon to be the ace, as his
38 poins was the edge Northern needed to roll over the
Airport POlice 69 to 60.

The final playoff berth was won by Ingleside Station.
Led by the league's number one guard, Charly
Mahoney, Ingleside crushed the Central Midnight
team 78 to 60. Mahoney continually fed Jerry Langford
(35 points) and John Schmoke (16 points) for the vic-
tory. Foul problems hurt Ingleside in their ne,t game,
as they fell to a balanced Tac Division team 68 to 56.
Ingleside then captured third place as Mahoney (20
points), Langford (28 points), and Schmoke (16 points)
filled the nets with basketballs in a thrilling 76-74 win
over the Airport.

Now that the Basketball League is over, the league
would like to give special recognition to George Stasko,
Mike Scott and Doug Clennell for their impartial and
dedicated job of officiating. A big thanks should also be
given to Jerry Donovan for organizing the league and to
Bob Barry and Reno Rapagnani of the POA for their
support.

iC VA	 I[SS 'AWE.

21 PRI VAlE STUDIOS:
WITH INDIVIDUAL

HOT TUBS,
& SAUNAS -

OPEN 7 DAYS.

SA F1JS	 SUN-iI1u1.

AAI T,'BS	 FRIDAY-SAT.
rrI	 -2AM

LITTLE JOE'S
324 COLUMBUS AVENUE

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
982-7639

LUNCH •DINNERS

Golf Club. NewS
On Friday, February 26, 1982, the San Francisco

Police Golf Club 'finally' held its "postponed"
February monthly tournament.

The original date was Wednesday, February 17, 1982
and was postponed when the threat of rain scared most
of the players away.

We had seventy-five players finally play and were for-
tunate not to have rain on the rescheduled date.

Tom Gordon had the low score of the day, a fine
seventy-seven. He was followed by Dennis Martel
(again) with a seventy-eight, and Ed Hood a guest with
a seventy-nine.

The low net winner was Ray Seyden who shot a
ninety-one and with his twenty-eight handicap, had a
net sixty-three.

The flight winners were: first, Dennis Martel, Jerry
Cassidy, Dave Kranci and Joe Buckley; second, Wally
Jackson, Nick Eterovich Jr., Nick Eterovich Sr. and Al
Blasi; third, Frank Otterstedt, Joe Allegro Jr., Rene
Aufort and Mike Brady; fourth, Dick McKevitt,
Harold Schwartz, Ray Poznekoff and Joe AllegrQ Sr.

The guest flight was won by Bill Lee followed by Ed
Hood, Ed St. Germaine, Jack Southern •and Don
Ritchey.

Nick Eterovich Sr. won the hole-in-one on the fourth
hole with a shot 4'6" from the hole. On the seventeenth
hole, Steve Tacchini of Mission Station defied all the
odds by hitting a hole-in-one. This was the fourth hole-
in-one during one of our monthly 'tournaments in the
last eight months. Even the professionals can't match
this record. Steve's only mistake was not having put up
'a dollar for the hole-in-one insurance, so the drinks he'
bought came out of his own pocket rather than the golf
club treasury. He now belongs as well as a few other
converts to the hole-in-one club.

CLOSE TO MAJOR	 . overisitijug Cisatewa.

POINTS OF INTEREST" 	 Nsrth Sac. & Ike

O"A1.CD Ifrd TH	 Fisauci District. (asy
I•. .l	 1-	 Access 's Dswstewi

Wkarf. Csit Tower &

	

c7	 Sksçpiug. Fislermas's

F5tWMers
OF SAN FRANCISCO	
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The Luxurious 	
•	 Parkisg
• Cslsr TY!C.ttes Ii (very

hew
• hews Decaated Is

•eaitif NI Onestal
Metits

• Sassy • Isirs

Zoyu( 'uci(ic

MOTOR INN
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For Reservations
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RUNNING THROUGH

MY MIND
by Walt Garry

The Sixth Annual Zoo Run was Sunday, January 17.
It was a chilly but relatively easy 3.5 miler around and
through the Zoo compound. Lou Bronfeld and John
Harrold, Co. E, covered the course in 24 minutes, a
shade under the 7 minute pace. John's wife, Trice and
their Lab puppy, as well as Lou's son Marc, finished in
a respectable 35 minutes. Not bad for a woman, six
months pregnant and an 11 year old boy.

The Chinatown race drew large crowds as usual. A
considerable amount of work went into preparing for
the event. Much of the effort was contributed by Herb
Lee, P.A;L. In the opinion of those I spoke with, it was
an outstanding race.

The Midnight Express from Co. A was back on the
streets again for this run through their district. In order
of finish, for this all F.T.O. entry, were Bill Cooke,
Steve Venters, Nelson Lum and Jim Speros. Another
P.D. runner was Morgan Peterson, Jevenile Bureau,
who crossed the line just ahead of the legendary Ed
Preston, Retired. Ed is a three time winner in the Bay
to Breakers, known then as the Cross City Race when
the event was a true foot race. 'Retire and run. . . I'm'
looking foward to'it.

The hill half way along the "Magnificent 7" Police
Invitational Race has not gotten any easier. Everyone
has regrets when they are half way up the monster, all
wishing they were someplace else. Among 50 or so law
enforcement runners were Tom Mandelke Co. B,
Marty Walsh Oper S, Lou Barberini Co. I, Mike'
Mahoney Co. C, Jerry Evans Burglary, Jeff Brosch
Homicide, Morgan Peterson and Mike Shubin Juvenile
and Walt Garry FTO. Peterson placed second in the
Master's Division. This is the' fourth year in 'a row
SFPD has had at least one winner in that division.

You	 YOU	 YOU
The SFPD will be hosting the California Police

Olympics this July.
The present rifle team would like to have some addi-

tional people come out and join in the fun of rifle
shooting. The present team members will be more than
happy to assist you and get you started in the sport of ri-
fle competition. Even if you only shoot in the Olympics.
We have sinailbore'(22) and largebore (30cal) events.

Now is the time to start - July will be here before you
know it. If you hunt big game, are on the specialists, or
just want to enjoy punching holes (trying) in a target
from up to five hundred yards, COME ON OUT. All
you need at this time is the desire and "YOU".

Contact:

Sgt. Wm. Leet	 Sgt. Duane Otis
Co. F (swings) 	 Juvenile

Sgt. Tom Morris (Retired)
Sgt. Glenn Pennybaker 	 Presidio Indoor Range

Academy	 Fridays, 1800 hours

If you would like to shoot the shotgun events, trap or
skeet, contact: Sgt. Owen Kenney, Police Stables,
Golden Gate Park.

Events to traip for: The "New" San Francisco
Marathon, The Dipsea, Bay to Breakers and the Police
Olympics.

There are still ten more monthly tournaments as well
as a trip to Reno in June. In March we play Skywest 	 This will be the last column for a while. Priorities
and April Napa Muni (JFK Park). Anyone interested i have been listed and this labor of love can't be fitted in.
joining the club, it is open to all active and retired San - Sincere'thanks to those of you who have contributed to
Francisco police officers, regardless of ability. Just send the running news around the department. Keep the
me a check made out to the San Francisco Police Golf miles up and the calories down and everything else falls
Club for $5.00 for the 1982 dues, and I'll send you a into place.
schedule, a copy of the procedures, and put you on the
mailing list for the club monthly bulletin.

\/\f A' \j 1 E DRm. 150, Hall of Justice
553. 1245 OR

237 San Mann Dr., Novato 94947 by Willfr ° Leet, Sgt. Park Station
897-0226



HEALY INSURANCE
AGENCY; INC.

2131 & 2145-19th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116.

(415)566-2121 • 800-652-1618

AUTO
HOMEO WNERS

BOA TOWNERS
LIFE

DISABILITY

REMEMBER - When you retire, contact the P.O.A. Insurance Depart-
ment and notify them. They will instruct you as what to do about your
Insurance Coverages.

Support
Our

Advertisers

They
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Your Paper
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FED LIT ORDER
TO ALL CONSENT DECREE PARTIES AND THEIR

COUNSEL
IN THE OFFICERS FOR JUSTICE CASE

The court has considered the written and oral arguments
submitted by all Consent Decree parties in response to the
Auditor-Monitor's report of September 1, 1981, and this
court's order of September 30, 1981. It will be the judgment
of this court that the city is in violation of ceriain provisions
of the Consent Decree and that remedial action is required.
Accordingly, the attached proposed order has been written.

The court intends to adhere to the terms of the proposed
order. We are making it available in tentative form at this
time so that all Consent Decree parties may comment in
writing prior to the date it is to take effect. Comments should
be restricted to bringing to the court's attention perceived
obstacles to the implementation of the order. They should not
consist of re-argument over the Auditor-Monitor's report of
September 1. All comments must be filed with the court no
later than ten (10) days from the date of this letter.

Sincerely yours,
s/Robert F. Peckham, Chief Judge

NOTE:	 United State District Court

THIS ORDER IS UNDER APPEALBY THE SFPOA

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT
COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF
CALIFORNIA
THE OFFICERS FOR JUSTICE, etal.,

Plaintiffs,
V.

THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN
FRANCISCO, et al.,

Defendants.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

V.

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRAN-
CISCO,
etal.,

Defendants.

PROPOSED ORDER

On September 1, 1981, the court appointed Auditor-
Monitor of the Consent Decree in the above-captioned case
found the defendants in noncompliance, and made certain
recommendations, which were then augmented by a sup-
plementary recommendation on September 30, 1981. All par-
ties were afforded an opportunity to brief the matter, and to
present oral argument to the court in a hearing on November
9, 1981.

The matter having been heard, this court concurs with the
Auditor-Monitor's finding of noncompliance with section 9(a)
of the Consent Decree insofar as the city has failed to meet
the entry level goals for minorities and women for Q-2 list E-
92 at the end of the appropriate measuring period. We fur-
ther concur with the Auditor-Monitor's finding that current
status reports indicate that the city will not meet the goals for
minorities and women for Q-2 list E-93. However, as the E-93
list has not reached the point where it is to be formally
measured, we stop short of finding the city in noncompliance
with section 9(a) on this basis and we do not rest any part of
this order on the current status of the E-93 list.

Finally, this court concurs with the Auditor-Monitor's fin-
ding of noncompliance with section 10(c) of the Consent
Decree in that the city has used seniority as the sole criterion•
for temporary promotions to lieutenant. Accordingly, the
court hereby ORDERS thç defendants as follows.

During the one-year period subsequent to entry of the
court's order, the defendants shall meet the goals of the Con-
sent Decree -in accordance with its provisions. However, to
facilitate the city's efforts toward full compliance, the defen-
dants are hereby instructedz

I. Immediately to employ a targeted recruitment effort for
Q-2 list Examination E-96 and all other Q-2 examinations
held during the pendency of this decree. The examinations
shall be held on a continuous basis and be limited to 450 to
500 applicants per examination. The Consent Decree Coor-
dinator shall have the responsibility for determining when to
close the applications and shall assess the statistical composi-
tion of the pool against the recruitment goals of 60 percents
minority and 30 percent women, goals which the parties have
previously agreed upon. In the event either goal is more than
21/2 percent below the objective, the Consent Decree Coor-
dinator may reopen the application process with recruitment
emphasis on that specific group until such time as the 60 per-
cent and/or 30 percent goal is met. This process háll be
reviewed one year from the date of this order.

II. To create a consolidated Plan of Action consisting of,
but not limited to, (1) a Women's Support Group, (2) A
Preemployment Retention Program, (3) a Physical
Preparedness Program, (4) a Stress Management Group, and
(5) an Information Management System. 1 The Consent
Decree Division shall be responsible for coordinating these
programs, 2 which are designed to improve the likelihood of
success for protected class members and others who apply
and become police reciisits for the San Francisco Police
Department.

HI. To rectify noncompliance with section 10(c), the tem-
porary promotions of Q-60 Lieutenants, by taking the follow-
ing action:

(1) Establish an in-service training program for persons
eligible for temporary appointment to Q-60 (Lieutenant) with
special emphasis on "giving leadership experience to
minorities and women" 3 to enhance their opportunities to
succeed in the promotional process.

(2) Establish a middle Management Training Curriculum
geared towards preparing protected class members and others
for the next Q-60 Lieutenant's Examination. The Consent
Decree Division shall provide the curriculum, which shall be
similar in nature to that provided in the POST-certified
Management Training Curriculum.4

(3) Administer a Q-60 Lieutenants examination on/or
before August 1, 1982.

(4) Schedule the next Q-50 Sergeants and Q-35 Assistant
Inspectors examination subsequent to the Q-60 Lieutenants
examination at a time that will allow the orderly administra-
tion of all three (Q-60, Q-50 and Q-35) examinationsand still
guarantee the appointments of 50 Q-50 Sergeants and 30 Q-
35 Assistant Inspectors on/or before August 1, 1983., pur-
suant to section 10(a)(4) of the Consent Decree.

In addition, the Auditor-Monitor shall utilize the resources
of the Auditor-Monitor Funds 5 to augment the efforts of the
defendants by submitting to the court proposals for qualified
professionals to act as consultants for the Consent Decree
Division in order to expedite and facilitate compliance with
the Consent Decree and this court's orders pertaining thereto.
Following approval by this court, the Auditor-Monitor may
then seek bids from the court-approved professionals to act in
such a consulting role.

1.The court's authority to require the creation of these programs is
derived from the provisions of the Consent Decree. See Consent
Decree Sec. 12(f) ("Any unresolved disputes between the Auditor and
said Parties shall be submitted, upon appropriate notice, to the Court
for resolution.")

2. These programs are described in detail in Appendix I, infra.
3. Consent Decree Sec. 10(c).
4. The POST-certified Management Training Curriculum is

described in Appoendix II, infra.
5. Consent Decree section 13 provides: "Primary use of this fund

shall be for recruitment, testing, training, and professional
upgrading and leadership opportualties for minorities and women."

/

YEAH., BUT...
by Torn Del Torrt, Crime Prevention Unit

After reading the February issue of the
POLICEMAN, it was apparent that rebuttal after
rebuttal, and response after response is repetitious
reading.

I personally do not enjoy articles about P. O.A.
dissention in the paper. Everyone has the right to voice
their opinion, hOwever, a few changes should be
sought. For example:	 -

1. Instead of articles about Federal litigation,
Lieutenants exams and national police unions, let's.
start with comic strips. (I prefer Archie and the Gang,
Blondie and Dagwood and Beetle Bailey). 	 -

2. An in-depth expose on "Why uniformed officers
assigned to the Hall of Justice of all ranks put on a
sportscoat or windbreaker when they leave their office,
even to go to the bathroom?"

3. A continous letter of appreciation to the officers of
the Police Garage for the aggravation they put up with
daily.	 -

4. Crossword Puzzles: Using terminology in the latest
informational bulletins and General Orders. This will
definitely throw a monkey wrench in the machinery.

5. Police Person of the Month Award: In order to
keep everyone happy, one police person from every
category; i.e. race, sex, religion, etc., etc., etc. A grand
total of 67 officers will be presented the award monthly.
The winner afforded a gratus meal at Meades.

6. Re-evaluate the placement of articles. My mother
feels that the photos of BOB DEL TORRE and BOB
BARNES of the Police Centurions Football Team who
photos appeared on .page 15 of the last month's issue,
should have been front page material. Additionally, full
page photos were in order.

7. Political Contributions: Suspend all political con-
tributions to political candidates and:

a. give a Christmas bonus to all members of the
Patrol Force,

b. send one member a month to Lake Tahoe with
about $5,000.00 to play a few games of change, (I
would be available in June.)

c. invest in a bar and restaurant that caters only to
tn-sexual/bilingual patrons, (Excellent tax write-off
also.)

d. EXCEPTIONS to the rule: If G. Gordon Liddy
runs for any office, back him to the hilt.

8. Typist of the Month: Award a typist assigned to
Field Operations, Room 535, a free lunch once a
month. (Since there are only two assigned, Sheila and
Nancy would both get six free meals a year.)
- 9. Enclosed with the monthly paper should be a
"Websters New Collegiate Dictionary". Many article
contain not only words but paragraphs of superfluous
terminology I did not understand. In general, I feel
like a 6 foot guy in 8 feet of water.

These are but a few of the changes that should be
considered in the future. As a member of the POA for
4,015 days, if no changes are- made, I'll survive but
remember: "If anyone objects to any statement I make
I am quite prepared not only to retract it but also deny
in court under oath I ever made it."

PICNIC III
by Theodore A. Schlink III

No, it's not summer yet, but I thought that it might
be nice to let everyone know well in advance that the
Third Annual S.F.P.O.A. Family Day Picnic is
scheduled for Saturday, September 1 1 , 1982. The site
of this year's event will be at Marine World Africa
USA, located at the beautiful Marine World Parkway,
in Redwood City.

The -price of this year's ticket has yet to be determin-
ed, however, the Board of Directors has approved a ten-
tative budget that may allow us to maintain the same
prices as last year ($5.00 adults, $2.50 children). The
price of admission will cover parking, admission, 50 at-
tractions, water slide, ski and boat show, volleyball,
horseshoes, -lunch, free beer and free soft drinks,
assorted games, and last but not limited to, elephant
and camel rides for the children.

Mission Station will be defending their title as the
department tug-of-war champions in an attempt to
keep the trophy within ready reach. If you have not as yet
seen the trophy, I suggest that you make a trip out to
Mission and see it, prior to its removal for engraving
sometime in April;

If you are interested in assisting me with the picnic,
please drop me- a note in care of the POA or TAC, and
if you are a wife, please contact Maryanne Strange at
(415)553-1631.	 -

MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR THE FAMILY
EVENT OF THE YEAR, SEPTEMBER 11, 1982.
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